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Renew 2015

ANNUAL Review Dec 2015

2015 was the year is which renewables clearly dominated, generating over two times
more electricity globally than nuclear and beginning to challenge fossil fuels in many
markets. That doesn’t mean everything is sorted - fossil fuel use continues to rise. This
end of year review looks at the overall state of play and at some newly emerging
renewable options. Some of the focus is on the UK, but we also look globally. As ever,
it’s hard to ignore the impact of nuclear power on possible development patterns,
especially in the UK. But globally it’s in decline in most places.
So the future will probably depend more on the success of renewables, and energy saving
and efficiency, in challenging not only nuclear but also fossil fuel. Our focus in Renew,
and in this review, is on renewables, though we do cover energy saving to some extent.
The demand side is important, and, increasingly, supply and demand management issues
and options overlap, but as this review shows, there is plenty going on the supply side.
It looks like we will do at least as well as this 2012 projection and probably better.
Renewables
supplied 23%
of global
electricity in
2014 - IRENA

Club of Rome:
www.2052.info

Storage

2015 was the
year in which
green energy
storage moved
up the agenda.
Tesla’s new
L-Ion battery
got a lot of
good publicity:
see pic below
for utility scale
array concept.
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elliott/?sf1=barcode&st1=9781137584427
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1. Energy overview
Energy trends
Energy production and use is changing globally and
will have to change some more (e.g. see right). Some
of the change so far is due to consumers changing
their use patterns (1st chart below) and adopting new
technologies, as with German prosumers - by 2012
(see pie chart) they and farmers were near majority
owners (46%) of the renewable energy systems.

WEAP
How it
could
go- if
demand
was cut

www.paulchefurka.ca/WEAP/WEAP.html

Energy use has fallen 18%
since 2005 in the UK. In the
last year, while UK GDP grew
by 2.8%, energy sales fell 6.6%.
http://www.energyzine.co.uk/news/thesilent-revolution-in-energy-use-thewarren-report-17507.htm

These two trends are so far mostly
limited to the EU, but renewable
energy is expanding very rapidly
across the world, especially in Asia,
and, there, new patterns of energy
use and ownership may well follow.
For useful country overviews for the
EU: www.agoraenergiewende.org/topics/energy-policyin-europe/detail-view/article/derfranzoesische-und-der-deutschestromsektor-im-ueberblick/

WEC’s overall global projections:
http://tool.globalcalculator.org

For current global data: REN21’s
2015 global status review:
www.ren21.net/ and IRENA’s Resource portal: www.irena.org/resource
In PDF: www.irena.org/menu/index.aspx?mnu=Subcat&PriMenuID=36&CatID=141&SubcatID=604
For overall global trends: www.enerdata.net/enerdatauk/press-and-publication/publications/world-

energy-statistics-supply-and-demand.php It says coal use has fallen to a 15 year low, crisis years apart.
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Global energy by 2040: 60% of new capacity renewables
Putting all this together, Bloomberg New Energy Finance has produced some fascinating 2040
predictions in its New Energy Outlook 2015. There are less optimistic views* but in summary:
Renewables will command just under 60% of the 9,786GW of new generating capacity by 2040.
Solar everywhere The further decline in the cost of PV technology will drive a $3.7 trillion
surge in investment in solar, both large-scale and small-scale. By 2026, utility*http://euanm
scale PV will be competitive for the majority of the world, and by 2040, rooftop PV earns.com/isthe-europeanrenewablewill be cheaper than electricity from the grid in every major economy, and almost
energy13% of electricity worldwide will be generated from small-scale solar systems.
bubble-aboutPower to the people Some $2.2 trillion of this will go on rooftop and other local to-burst/
PV systems, handing consumers and businesses the ability to generate their own electricity, to
store it using batteries and - in parts of the developing world - to access power for the first time.
Demand undershoots The march of energy-efficient technologies in areas such as lighting and
air-conditioning will help to limit growth in global power demand to 1.8% per year, down from
3% p.a. in 1990-2012. In OECD countries, power demand will be lower in 2040 than in 2014.
Gas flares only briefly Natural gas will not be the “transition fuel” to wean the world off coal.
North American shale will change the gas market, but coal-to-gas switching will be mainly a US
story. Many developing nations will opt for a twin-track of coal and renewables.
Climate peril Despite investment of $8 trillion in renewables, there will be enough legacy fossil
-fuel plants and enough investment in new coal-fired capacity in developing countries to ensure
global CO2 emissions rise all the way to 2029, and will still be 13% above 2014 levels in 2040.
Global Capacity Additions

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-06-23/the-way-humans-get-electricity-is-about-to-change-forever

This is somewhat different from the view presented by oil company BP in its energy outlook: in
that fossil fuel continues to boom and renewables don’t expand so fast, though both agree that
emissions remain a key issue. The more radical view is that fossil fuel has to be phased out faster
to avoid serious climate risks. Some like the IEA see nuclear playing a role along with (majority)
renewables in this*. But as the charts for China and India below (next page) suggest, that seems
unlikely on current trends - wind is taking over there as elsewhere, and, if Broomberg is right, PV
will also accelerate soon, and dominate globally, with the small nuclear share actually declining.
*The International Energy Agency World Energy Outlook report on Energy & Climate Change:
www.iea.org/newsroomandevents/pressreleases/2015/june/iea-sets-out-pillars-for-success-at-cop21.html
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*China Renewables, including hydro, now supply around
10 times more electricity p.a. in China than nuclear, with wind
output alone having overtaken the nuclear output. See chart.
And there are ambitious targets for more renewables:
http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/opinion/2416028/china-s-climate-plancomprehensive-but-not-radical But don’t forget, coal still leads:

https://carboncounter.wordpress.com/2015/06/17/there-is-norenewables-revolution-in-china-here-are-the-numbers-that-show-this/

*http://reneweconomy.com.au/2015/wind-power-surges-past-nuclear-in-china-india-brazil-and-south-africa-68775

*India Wind output has now overtaken that from nuclear in India
and should continue to do so, with 31GW of PV by 2019 and 100 GW
by 2022: www.bridgetoindia.com/our-reports/indian-solar-handbook/ and
http://www.bridgetoindia.com/blog/why-swaminomics-is-wrong-solar-haspassed-the-point-of-no-return-in-india/ - more-3573

*Wind is behind nuclear in Brazil§ and is even
further behind in South Africa, but taken
together, and leaving out Russia, wind is ahead
of nuclear in the BRICS country group.

The 2015 edition of the World Nuclear Industry Status Report says that China, Germany, Japan,
three of the world’s four largest economies, plus Brazil§, India, Mexico, the Netherlands, and
Spain, now all generate more electricity from non-hydro renewables than from nuclear. These 8
countries have over 3bn people - 45% of the world’s population. http://www.worldnuclearreport.org/
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Plenty more: Global renewable resource

A GIS based land/sea use/availability study puts the total 2070 global potential for renewable
electricity at up to 3,810 EJ p.a., led by PV, with about a third of the PV being on buildings. It’s
roughly in line with most other global renewable studies, like that from the IPCC, and well above
likely total global demand (400EJ): http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959378015000072
Some say we can and should get
demand down even more: as in
the WEAP view above (p3). But
even if that’s not possible, there
is plenty of energy available from
renewables for power and for
other uses - assuming reasonable
proportions of these resources
can be converted efficiently and
economically into the energy
forms we need. While cutting
use/waste will make it easier to
supply what demand is left with
renewables, and should have a
high priority (see below), so too
must the development of energy
supply technologies, our main
focus in this review.

Energy saving The EU aims to cut energy use by 20% by 2020, 27% by 2030.

That’s not too dramatic, given the potential for cost cutting energy saving measures. The 2015
Energy& Climate Change report by the International Energy Agency had an ambitious ‘Bridge
Scenario’ in which adoption of efficiency measures reduces energy-related global green house gas
emissions by 49% by 2030: http://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/weo-2015-special-report-energyclimate-change.html That’s optimistic: e.g. it means global electricity savings of ~2200 TWh more than
planned (in the INDC national
programmes), an extra 28%, split
roughly equally, the IEA suggests,
across heating &
cooling/industry/appliances &
lighting: see left. Hard. But some
countries are heading that way:
e.g. Germany and France aim to
cut energy demand by 50% by
2050, by improving energy
efficiency in all sectors. The
approaches adopted vary: energy
pricing is the most direct, but
regulatory processes can be more
targeted. So can grants for specific
upgrades. In some cases it is not
so much the energy system but how it is used that matters, and a new focus has been on
behavioural change. Our focus in Renew is on energy technology, mostly on the supply side, but
we do include some coverage of technical developments in the energy saving field, in transport
especially. Energy efficiency is often the easiest and cheapest initial option, but not always - with
the rebound effect being an issue, along with resistance to changes in behaviour/use: supply-side
fixes have their attractions, e.g. once the easy savings have been made! Even so, there are many
opportunities for saving: www.iea.org/bookshop/709-Energy_Efficiency_Market_Report_2015
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Europe - getting there slowly on the supply side

The EU may just about be on target to reach near its overall 2020 target of getting 20% of its
energy from renewables, with some countries exceeding their targets, others falling behind. A
Ecofys report at the end of last year warned that with the Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary,
Portugal and Poland, ‘there is a high level of uncertainty related to 2020 RES target achievement’
and that in Belgium, France, Latvia, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain and the
United Kingdom, ‘currently implemented and planned RES policy initiatives appear insufficient
to trigger the required RES volumes purely domestically’. Indeed it said ‘Luxembourg, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom are expected to have a gap higher than 30% by 2020’.
Even so, overall, progress is being made, and it provided the chart below showing then current
overall EU projections set against the agreed National Renewable Energy Action Plan totals.
Renewables supplied
848TWh (28.1%) of total
EU electricity in 2014, of
which 13% was nonhydro. For comparison,
nuclear supplied 831TWh,
27.7%. ENTSO-E
http://www.renewablesinternational.
net/2014--renewable--energy--data-for--eu--28/150/537/87150

And by 2025, 50% of EU
plant will be renewable:
http://bit.ly/1D5CnY5
http://bit.ly/1HzihwG

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/Final%20report%20-November%202014.pdf

Subsequent Eurostat data was a bit more optimistic, and the 2015 EC report on progress was
actually quite upbeat. Miguel Arias Cañete, Commissioner for Climate Action and Energy, said
‘The report shows once again that Europe is good at renewables, and that renewables are good
for Europe. We have three times more renewable power per capita in Europe than anywhere else
in the rest of the world. We have more than one million people working in a renewable energy
sector worth over €130 bn a year and we export €35 bn worth of renewables every year.’
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/eu-track-meeting-20-renewable-energy-target
But that was before the further cut backs in the UK (RO, CCL etc.) and elsewhere. They may not
alter the overall 2020 EU picture too much (it will take time to impact), but with FiT schemes
being replaced across the EU, and the more market-orientated policies adopted by some
governments, the prognosis for the next, actually quite modest, EU target - 27% by 2030 - may be
less rosy. The longer term potential however remains very large - see next page. And if the UK
leaves the EU, following the proposed referendum, then the EU renewable percentages will
improve! But then who know what else might also happen within the EU.
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EU 2050 energy scenarios: resetting the scene
Modular Development Plan of the Pan-European Transmission System 2050
As part of the EU funded e-Highway Framework research programme, a series of
notional EU scenario were developed. Here are two of the more interesting ones.

X-16 Localised renewables scenario
The focus is on local solutions with decentralised
generation and storage and smart grid solutions
mainly at distribution level. In scenario X-16, the
demand is considerably lower than in other scenarios,
with energy efficiency a major focus. As a result of
the high share of renewable energy systems (RES)
and low demand, CO2 emissions are well below the
70 Mt/year target (consistent with a 95% decrease
compared to 1990 levels): CO2 emissions are
expected to amount to 48 Mt CO2 per year. To ensure the reliability of the system, a significant
amount of biomass and gas-fired units is needed. To attain the high RES shares, NREAPS 2020
(the National Renewable Energy Plans) are not sufficient. Increased investments, especially in
PV, will be needed. To ensure reliability, biomass (twice the value foreseen in the NREAPs 2020)
and gas-fired units will have important role although the latter will have very few running hours
per year. Compared to today’s values however, this scenario means significant decommissioning
of thermal and nuclear units across Europe. In 2050, only 120 GW of thermal units and 50 GW of
nuclear units remain - just slightly above the installed capacity in Germany (incl. RES) today.
In this scenario, RES (including hydro) covers 88% of the demand. Wind and PV are the main
RES, closely followed by biomass and hydro. To achieve this energy mix, minor exchanges
within Europe would be needed. In general, generation/demand imbalances are limited to +/12%. Only for some countries in the North of Europe (e.g. Norway), the abundant availability of
hydro power and the low demand triggers a rather high export (generation exceeds demand by
45%) to Central, West and South Europe.

X7 100% renewables both large-scale and small-scale, and links with North Africa.
To achieve this scenario an increase of investments in RES is required. A high focus must be
given to RES technologies, which can provide flexibility in unit commitment like biomass and
CSP. To reach a 100% RES Scenario difficulties have to be faced to ensure security of supply due
to the high share of wind and solar. It can be achieved
through one or other of these solutions - or a mix:
- Increase/development of long-term storage,
- Building peak units, used during critical hours/weeks
- fuel type could be biomass, other fossil fuel units
- Increase
X-7 West region
demand side
management,
- Install huge
amounts of
RES and acceptance of high spillage of energy.
The other scenarios all require large amounts of
nuclear e.g. X5 (using large renewables) has 18%, X10
(market led) 20%, X13 (large fossil fuel with CCS) 26
or 30% (depending which chart you read!).
For the full report see http://www.e-highway2050.eu/results/
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EU grid integration- to help grid balancing

A new study by the Fraunhofer Institute for Wind Energy and Energy System Technology
commissioned by Agora Energiewende found that greater integration of Central Western
European (CWE region) power systems could significantly help cut costs in balancing weatherrelated electricity fluctuations, while reducing demands on other parts of the system - and losses
due to the need to curtail excess output. The study assumed that by 2030 around 50% of
electricity in the EU would come from renewables, wind and PV mainly. And it evaluated
whether a closer integration of the power network in the CWE region could reduce weatherrelated power fluctuations for all countries, as differences in weather across Europe to some
extent cancel each other out.
The study simulated power production
Summary of key conclusions
from renewables over a full weather‘Regional European power system integration mitigates
flexibility needs from increasing shares of wind and solar.
year, taking into account the expected
Different weather patterns across Europe will decorrelate
number of sun and wind facilities that
single power generation peaks, yielding geographical
will be available by 2030. The results
smoothing effects. Wind and solar output is generally much
show more closely networking power
less volatile at an aggregated level and extremely high and
systems in France, Switzerland,
low values disappear. For example, in France the maximum
hourly ramp resulting from wind fluctuation in 2030 is 21%
Austria, the Benelux countries and
of installed wind capacity, while the Europe-wide
Germany would reduce demands for
maximum is only at 10% of installed capacity. Crossflexibility commonly associated with
border exchange minimises surplus renewables generation.
swings in wind and solar power
When no trading options exist, hours with high domestic
production. A closer meshing of power
wind and solar generation require that generation from
renewables be stored or curtailed in part. With market
networks would make it possible to
integration, decorrelated production peaks across countries
balance regional weather differences
enable exports to regions where the load is not covered. By
and thus the differences in wind power
contrast, a hypothetical national autarchy case has storage
production on a large scale. Indeed, the
or curtailment requirements that are ten times as high.’
effect was so strong that the fluctuation
to regions where the load is not covered. By contrast, a
in wind power production across the entire CWE
regionnational
amounted
to only
halfstorage
of all or
fluctuation
hypothetical
autarchy
case has
in individual countries. Greater integration also
allowed
the system
toare
take
of national
curtailment
requirements
that
tenadvantage
times as high.
time zone and peak demand differences, and prevented losses due to the need for curtailment of
renewable output on very windy or sunny days, since surpluses in one region can offset shortfalls
of supply in others. Compared to power systems that are not integrated, such power plant cut-offs
could be avoided in 90% of all cases. That raises the monetary value of power from renewables.
Overall then, this study flies in the face of the contrarian view that cross-EU balancing via supergrid links, even across wider areas than considered here, can’t help much since the wind is often
low everywhere: e.g. see http://euanmearns.com/wind-blowing-nowhere/ and REF/ASI’s studies.
However a closer meshing of the power system does not entirely reduce the need for other types
of system flexibility: for example ‘avoiding curtailment altogether would be difficult to achieve
just by increasing transfer capacities, as highly correlated feed-in situations can still occur’. So
the report notes that flexible power plants (pumped storage, gas plants) and power storage
facilities will still be needed to back up and balance fluctuations, although less-flexible power
plants that run continuously will only be needed to a very limited extent. Though backup will still
be needed, since occasionally ‘situations can occur in which conventional power plants and
imports must cover almost the entire load’, regardless of the capacity share of variable
renewables. Even so ‘base load capacities will decrease relative to those of today, while peak
load and mid-merit capacities will increase’. All of which means a very different approach to
system design and management, and ‘renewables, conventional generation, grids, the demand
side and storage technologies must all become more responsive to provide flexibility’.

*For a good summary and links see http://www.nanowerk.com/news2/green/newsid=40581.php

The full report: www.agora-energiewende.org/service/publikationen/publikation/pub-action/show/pubtitle/the-european-power-system-in-2030-flexibility-challenges-and-integration-benefits/
Good weekly balancing charts: http://www.agora-energiewende.org/service/publikationen/publikation/pubaction/show/pub-title/weekly-charts-for-power-generation-and-demand-2030/
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UK energy overview - gloom v hope
Some UK
government
Generation capacity - GW
indicative
projections,
like the core
Markal
scenario left,
see nuclear
expanding post
2025, but
renewable
expansion
slowing.
Indeed,
although there
are higher
renewables variants, in some DECC scenarios, nuclear expands to 75 GW by 2050, while
renewable atrophy. But 2015 saw some rival views emerging, notably the Thousand Flowers
scenario in which decentral energy options dominate and nuclear is limited. In this pathway, ‘a
large proportion of domestic space heating and hot water demand is met by renewable
(biogas) community-scale and micro - CHP systems rather than electric heating systems,
helping to reduce electricity demand. In addition, the power generated by these local scale
CHP systems replaces a significant proportion of centralised electricity supply.’
www.realisingtransitionpathways.org.uk/realisingtransitionpathways/publications/WorkingPapers.html

So the 2050
generation mix is
very different from
that envisaged by
DECC. The team
responsible for the
Thousand Flowers
decentral pathway
mapped out a range
of scenarios (see
left) including their
more conventional
versions - Central
Co-odination and
Market Rules.

Realising the
Transition
Research
Consortium

In all of these alternatives, energy waste is cut, and that
must be a priority: indeed some see it as central - with
renewables just being the tip of iceberg: see right (from
UNC in the USA), though that may overstate the ratios!
But with a new not very green Tory government in power,
opposed by a newly radical Labour Party, the SNP & the
Greens, it will be interesting to see which way it all goes.
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UK energy plans: what next?

In Oct, the governments advisory Climate Change Committee laid out its views on what
could and should happen next. In summary it said that some low carbon options should
reach maturity by or during the 2020s, with on-shore wind approaching the cost of gas
generation. Offshore wind, CCS and nuclear may follow. See the chart below. To stay on
target to get
emissions in the
50-100g/kWh
range by 2030,
CCC estimates
the LCF had to
Gas- £85/MWh in 2020
ETI say floating offshore
be boosted with
Onshore wind & PVwind could get to £85/
£83/MWh
from
2016-17
post 2020
MWh in the mid 2020s for
+
£10/MWh
balancing
tension leg systems:
targets set and
http://www.windpoweroffshore
flexibility and
.com/article/1369353/floatingwind-cost-85-mwh-mid-2020s
grid balancing
had to be
addressed. Bill
costs would rise
to around £105
p.a. per home in
2020, £120 by
2030, but then
fall. Possible
supply mixes
are shown left
and below.
Intermittency for
planned
supply
levels had
balancing
costs of ~
£10/MWh.

CCC said that would rise at higher levels of
renewable penetration - to £15 for wind at
50 GW and £25 for PV solar at 40 GW.
But enhanced flexibility of generation and
grid balancing services could contain that see the Imperial/NERA reports to the CCC
reviewed later.

www.theccc.org.uk/2015/10/22/new-low-carbon-electricity-generation-is-cost-effective-option-for-ukpower-sector-investment-in-2020s-and-beyond/
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Options for change: a guilty thermal secret
A final initial issue…

What a waste!

https://theconversation.com/time-to-tap-in-to-an-underused-energy-source-wasted-heat-38955

You don’t have to be a devotee of Combined Heat and Power (CHP) too see the huge slab of
wasted energy on the top right of this US Sankey chart as crazy - around 60% of primary energy
is wasted. More energy is wasted, most of it rejected into the atmosphere as heat, than is finally
converted into useful forms. Not all of it can be recovered, but some of the huge losses in power
generation could be, by phasing out inefficient thermal plants, the worst offenders: coal & nuclear
plants, both raise steam for generation*. There are no thermodynamic losses with wind and PV. If
gas must still be used, in thermal plants, then CHP, or co-generation, as Americans tend to call it,
would help, in cities. It is good then to see that CHP/co-gen is being pushed under the new US
Clean Power Plan: http://www.dgardiner.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/CHP_Pathway_Final_7_23_15.pdf
Petrol/diesel vehicles are the other big losers. EVs may be better, depending on where the power
for charging comes from, but trains are so much more efficient. So of course are bikes and feet.
But this is America, so planes, cars and, at best, buses are the norm. Though it’s only a bit better
in the EU, though CHP is more widespread (Germany has just allocated €1.5 bn p.a. to expand it,
using gas, to be raised via a Cogen Levy), as are trains, trams & bikes.
*There’s heat in the seas,
Water too It’s not just a matter of all the CO2 that has been
but OTEC still has
released when producing this wasted energy, it also the huge use of
thermodynamic limits:
http://www.makai.com/oceanwater for cooling thermal plants. A recent UK paper noted that, in
thermal-energy-conversion/
England and Wales, the electricity sector is responsible for approx.
half of all water abstractions and 40% of non-tidal surface water abstractions. It looked at some
decarbonisation pathways to 2050 to see how that might change. Up to 2030 there was not much
change, but from 2030 to 2050 pathways with high levels of carbon capture and storage
resulted in freshwater consumption that exceeds current levels (by 37-107%), while pathways
with high nuclear capacity result in tidal and coastal abstraction that exceed
Cooling
current levels by 148-399%. The pathway with the highest level of
A big new issue:
renewables has both lowest abstraction and consumption of water.
http://gu.com/p/4
No surprise! http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959378014000089 But
da7f/sbl
there was a carbon divestment surprise from Bill Gates: http://ow.ly/Tqwa1
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2. The state of play - current supply options & issues
Wind - the winner so far ~ 400 GWe globally
In terms of non-hydro renewable energy, wind power remains the leader, driven increasingly by
cost reductions. On land wind is now recognised as being competitive in many situations, but
given the even larger resource, offshore wind is a big area of growth, with floating wind units
seen as a key way ahead, since they avoid expensive sea-bed installation and can be in windier
deep sea locations: www.offshorewind.biz/2015/03/23/floaters-game-changers-for-offshore-wind/
A report last year from the UK Energy Technologies Institute put the likely levelised cost of the 6
MW PelaStar tension-leg platform (TLP) floating design they studied at £106/MWh in average
UK conditions, and as low as £97/MWh at sites with superior wind conditions. Longer term, they
said ‘this technology has strong potential for radical decreases in LCOE looking to 2025 and
beyond, with £85/MWh a conservative forecast for 2025,’ falling to ‘£ 64/MWh by 2030 and to £
51/MWh by 2050’. www.eti.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/PelaStar-LCOE-Paper-21-Jan-2014.pdf
Even now, with conventional offshore installation, costs are falling. Denmark’s proposed 400
MW Horns Rev 3 ‘wind park’ has an agreed price of ~£75/MWh, 32% cheaper than its last wind
project. http://www.maritime-executive.com/article/worlds-cheapest-offshore-wind-farm-underway

Solar PV - coming up fast behind

~200 GWe

Solar PV is booming round the world, partly since the price of solar panels has
The latest:
fallen by 80 % since 2008. At the start of 2015 PV had topped 180 GW globally,
http://plasticphot
ovoltaics.org/
with Germany leading at 36 GW, the US and China at around 20 GW and Japan
at 10 GW but catching up. The acceleration looks set to continue, e.g. China expects to have 70
GW by 2017, and India aiming for 100 GW by 2022. In some countries with FiTs and good
sunshine, PV is already at or near retail grid price party, but PV generation costs could be below
conventional fuel costs in the EU by 2025 and then fall to around £30/MWh by 2050, for groundmounted arrays in Germany/N. Europe, and down to £20/MWh by 2050 in southern Europe and
Africa/Australia: http://reneweconomy.com.au/2015/solar-2ckwh-cheapest-source-electricity-47282
A key issue is that module prices have fallen dramatically, though that’s varied around the world,
ranging from $0.72/W in the US and $0.65 in the EU, to $0.57 in China and $0.56/W in Chile:
http://www.greentechmedia.com/research/report/global-pv-pricing-outlook-2015 2014 data. But it’s important to
get orientation right: http://euanmearns.com/rooftop-pv-panels-point-where-the-roof-points/

Wave & tidal power

1 GWe globally soon?

So far wave and tidal technology has not developed as fast as
wind and solar, but it is getting there. The UK is still in the
lead in terms of projects under test (see our report later),
including the 6 MW first stage of the 400 MW Mygen/Atlantis
tidal project in Pentland Firth, and MCTs 1.2 MW tidal stream
project in Northern Ireland has been feeding power to the grid
for some years. But the UK is not alone e.g., in Australia
Carnegie Wave Energy’s near/on-shore Perth Wave Energy
Project is now live. It consists of a series of submerged 240 kW
rated CETO buoys, which pump water to a generator on shore.
1 MW units are being developed. Desalination is one option.

Tocardo Tidal Turbines is to

install a 1.2MW tidal stream
project in the Netherlands - a
US$12.4 million project that
includes an array of five tidal
turbines in the Oosterschelde sea
barrier near the province of
Zeeland. It should be running by
the end of the year.

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/ar
ticles/2015/06/commercial-tidal-energyproject-in-the-netherlands-will-cost-us-124-million.html

http://reneweconomy.com.au/2015/worlds-first-grid-connected-wave-energy-array-switched-on-in-perth-77510

Large invasive tidal barrages are less favoured these days, but there are two smaller ones, 240
MW each, in France and S Korea and plans for a 240 MW tidal lagoon in the UK, plus outline
proposals for lagoons around the UK, including a ~2 GW one, that could supply 8% of its power.
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CSP: focussed solar

4 GWe

Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plants are spreading in desert areas - in
the US and Spain but also now across North Africa. They use solar heat to
drive turbines and some of this can be stored in molten salt heat stores for
continued generation at night. So CSP can potentially cover base-load
requirements, as with coal or nuclear, or provide variable load-following
capacity, similar to hydro. As Jason Deign noted in an article for CSP Today, ‘such capability is
pretty rare among non-carbon, non-nuclear energy sources. That makes CSP potentially valuable
to utilities, particularly in desert areas where alternatives such as hydro might not be available.
Hence why off-takers have been willing to pay a premium for CSP power-purchase agreements,
even when they could get cheaper energy from intermittent renewable generation sources such as
wind or PV.’ But, he asks, ‘is this the best way to get a return on the costly investment required
for CSP? After all, base-load is usually the cheapest form of energy, so unless feed-in tariffs are
available it would take a long time to pay off.’ CSP might prove viable for some peak load
matching, when higher prices can be charged. It’s costly to set up, but once established, like most
renewables, it can deliver power at marginal costs (there are no fuel costs) and, though storage
adds to the cost, CSP Today says operating costs for the current US CSP with storage are ~$0.15/
kWh, compared to $0.25-0.35/kWh for simple-cycle gas plants, as used at peaks. But it depends
on where the CSP plant is located - long distance transmission would add costs, though not a lot.
So some CSP output could earn extra in this peak market:
On CSP storage options see:
http://social.csptoday.com/markets/could-csp-compete-peaker-power?

Geothermal Energy

12GWe

http://social.csptoday.com/technol
ogy/heatcrete-or-molten-salt?

Depending on the temperature of the resource, geothermal heat
400GWth
may be used for power production, supply of heat or a combination
HEAT
of both. A report by the European Commissions Joint Research
Often forgotten, solar
Centre presents the current status of the major options ranging from
heating is the big oneshallow and borehole ground source heat pumps to power plants
over 400GW(th) of solar
deriving their fluids from volcanic systems. It notes that power
heating is in use
production from hydrothermal resources, where natural permeability water
globally, some with heat
coincides with hot bedrocks, is a mature technology. But power and
stores. Solar heat can
heat production from engineered wells systems where permeability
also be used to power
has to be artificially created is less mature and needs further work.
cooling units. And the
Currently, geothermal provides 0.2 % of EU final electricity demand. UK potential is large:
Though the theoretical EU potential of Enhanced Geothermal systems www.yougen.co.uk/renewableenergy/Solar+Thermal
(EGS) is high, ‘public support for geothermal is limited compared to
It’s claimed land-use is
other renewable technologies’. Some initial micro-quake problems
low:150 kWh can be
caused by the fracking-type pressurisation used to create the heat
generated/sq m, against
extraction fissures at the bottom of the wells haven’t helped. The
under 40 kWh from PV.
http://www.solar-districtreport is cautious: ‘in order to expand the potential for geothermal
heating.eu
power production, focus should be made on facilitating the
deployment of the EGS technology. The understanding of successful long term EGS
reservoir management has to be elevated and cheaper and more reliable drilling technologies
should be developed.’ http://bookshop.europa.eu/en/2014-jrc-geothermal-energy-status-reportpbLDNA26985/? The situation elsewhere is a little different. The US is the global leader in
geothermal, which is seen as having a major potential, and there are some large projects (3.4 GW
in all), often in remote sites. Globally there is around 12 GW of electricity producing geothermal
capacity in place and in some countries it is a major source e.g. it supplies over 26% of Iceland’s
energy (heat & power). The UK has some small test deep geothermal projects e.g. in Cornwall,
Manchester and Newcastle, and a long established aquifer based district heating project in
Southampton. www.greenmatch.co.uk/blog/2014/07/10-facts-about-geothermal-energy
Global potential: up to 30 GW in the early 2030s? For a critical view: http://euanmearns.com/?p=9225

Solar
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Biomass for power and heat

~100GWe

Biomass can be burnt to produce heat or to generate electricity either directly, using wood,
specially grown energy crops or biomass wastes, or indirectly, using biogas produced from biosources, including farm and food wastes, via anaerobic digestion (AD). Some see biomass as a
major global energy sources. However of late there have been environmental objections raised in
the UK about burning imported forestry derived biomass in large converted coal plants (it may
undermine natural carbon cycle/sinks) and, while it has been claimed that up to 18% of UK gas
could come from AD biogas by 2020, some say that there will be limits to biogas production.
Certainly there are limits to how much heat and power we might get from biomass in the UK, and
many would object to importing biomass of uncertain origin. See these UK resource estimates :

www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/48338/5136-bioenergy-strategy-analytical-annex.pdf,
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/284612/pb14130-energy-waste-201402.pdf,
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69500/pb13548-economic-principles-wr110613.pdf,
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2010-to-2015-government-policy-waste-and-recycling/2010-to-2015-government-policywaste-and-recycling - appendix-4-food-waste

Even so there may be a significant potential for renewable/green/syn gas from various sources:
www.palgrave.com/page/detail/renewable-gas-jo-abbess/?isb=9781137441799 and the prospects for
carbon negative Biomass Energy Carbon Capture & Storage (BECCS) are intriguing: see later.

Biofuels for vehicles

Of all biomass applications, this has so far been the most prolific.
But also the most contentious, as witness the often bitter global food versus fuel debate. In the EU
there have been constraints imposed on biodiesel production due to concerns about bio-diversity
and land-use impacts (see later), but some hopes are being expressed about the potential for
‘second generation’ non-food crops. In the USA, ethanol production from corn has been quite
significant, but also much contested. Critics see it as resource inefficient and environmentally
inappropriate, with low energy productivity/carbon saving impact per acre and as more of a sop to
the financially hard
pressed but politically
Second generation biofuels: a US perspective
influential farming
• The broad-based coalition for biofuels policy that existed in 2007 has
industry than a response eroded over the past seven years. In view of declining US energy imports,
to climate change or
and a lack of consensus on the sustainability of biofuels and approaches to
energy needs. Will
overcome downstream barriers, many participants felt that the prospects of
second generation fuels bold new policies for second-generation biofuels at the federal level are
uncertain, though prospects at state-level were better.
change that? See Box
• Sustainability metrics to assess biofuel pathways remain a matter of debate
right for some of the
in the US. This controversy is aggravated by unclear baselines, the variability
conclusion from a
of sustainability issues in feedstock production, and difficulties in assessing
workshop on secondand regulating sustainability performance.
generation biofuels,
• The tax credits for cellulosic biofuel production have been less effective
at the Harvard Kennedy than intended because of their uncertain future
School last year. It does • Second-generation biofuel investments are capital-intensive, involve large
not look too promising.
risks and have a long time-to-market. In combination with uncertainty about
But the potential is large policy support and future crude oil prices, these factors limit the ability to
raise capital, especially from typical early-stage investors. Small firms face
given the right support
particular challenges when commercializing new biofuel technologies,
and controls. And, as
because of the scale of operations required for competing on a cost basis.
noted later, there are
Many options exist for government policy to bridge this ‘valley of death’,
other technical options
but budget constraints will make trade-offs between public investment in
for green fuel production R&D and demand subsidies necessary.
which avoid biomass
• Finding ways to provide a relatively certain price signal for cellulosic biorefineries over the investment life-time will be crucial to incentivize
reliance, via P2G and
additional commercial-scale production. (edited from summary)
P2L, as is now being
pioneered in Germany, http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/publication/24889/commercializing_secondgeneration_biofuels.html
e.g.: www.sciencealert.com/audi-have-successfully-made-diesel-fuel-from-air-and-water
Bio-Flying US plans for bio-jet fuel: www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2015/08/aviationand-greenhouse-gas-reductions-a-role-for-renewable-jet-fuels.html For an EU aviation bio-fuel review:
www.insightenergy.org/system/publications/files/000/000/014/original/RREB_Biofuels_in_Aviation_Draft_Final.pdf
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Energy storage
A UK perspective

EU/US views
http://files.energy
storageforum.co
m/ESWFRome2
015Day1/ Useful

‘Not only can grid-scale storage help
meet demand peaks by delivering
energy in around 10 seconds, it can also absorb excess
energy at times of glut, and hold it for later release
when it will be most useful - either for quick reaction,
short-term balancing, or as a longer-term measure to
maintain supply.’ So said a useful article by Dave
Planned Li-Ion battery store -A123 Systems
Holmes in Power Engineering, which warned that
‘unaccountably, then, the provision of more grid-scale storage to partner renewables has been
notably absent from UK government action’. The only large project, the 30 year old Dinorwig
(1.7 GW), and ‘Britain’s total storage capacity - all of it pumped hydro or pumped storage currently stands at just 2.8 GW’. The potential was significant. He quotes a 2012 study by the
Energy Futures Laboratory at Imperial College London and the Carbon Trust:
www.carbontrust.com/media/129310/energy-storage-systems-role-value-strategic-assessment.pdf

That predicted that by 2050 storage could be delivering £10 bn a year in value and cutting £400 a
year from household electricity bills, all while delivering security of supply from a predominantly
de-carbonized system. He went on ‘The fact that storage is being encouraged to participate in
the Capacity Market is to be welcomed. But the creation of the Capacity Market gives DECC a
real opportunity to go further and make the full and unique benefits of storage available to the
Nat Grid transmission system operator. Storage is not the same as ‘demand-side response’. Both
can play a useful role in mitigating demand peaks or supply troughs, but only storage can do it
without asking people to turn the lights out or the air conditioning off. There is a further crucial
difference: only storage can absorb excess power and release it later. This makes storage a more
versatile balancing tool for the system operator.’ However it’s not that flexible: ‘It is to be hoped
that the Capacity Market will recognize that storage only has a finite amount of energy to deliver
before it must be recharged. Capacity Market rules should not mean that storage operators are
compelled to hold-back valuable balancing services in the run-up to a ‘stress event’ in order to
avoid being fined for breaking their obligations. If they do, the system operator will be unable to
call upon storage at the very times when its highly flexible contribution could have maximum
beneficial impact. There must be recognition too within the Capacity Market that storage can do
more than simply generate a rated output of energy. It can sit awaiting instructions, poised to
deliver a burst of power, and it can absorb excess power. If the CM rules are set so that only
energy generation at the ‘nameplate’ capacity qualifies against an asset’s Capacity Market
obligation, then storage will be unhelpfully penalized for the way National Grid will undoubtedly
want to use it at times of system stress.’ www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/print/volume-22/issue7/features/a-closing-window-of-opportunity.html
For global overview of energy storage see:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2015/02/energy-storage-market-outlook-2015
For a good, if dated, US overview: www.chemengonline.com/transporting-energy-through-time/

Grid balancing - CCGT still best for now?
Storage is an option for balancing variable renewables (see above), but some say that, for now,
flexible generation may be better, while demand management/smart grids, and long distance super
grids, may be best longer term. For the moment, if there is an established grid with existing gas
fired plants, they will do it at lower cost (though with emissions), but less so if you have to build
new gas plant: www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/12/broaching-the-baseload-issuefinding-hybrid-solutions-to-stabilize-the-grid Heat storage however may change it all. Combined
Heat & Power plants linked to heat stores and district heating networks are a way to provide short
term balancing for variable renewables, and solar-fired district heating with heat stores similarly.
Then again, one study said that underground hydrogen storage was the cheapest for a 100% UK
renewables scenario: http://digital-library.theiet.org/content/journals/10.1049/iet-rpg.2014.0042
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Old stuff: Coal lobby fights to the death

“The existing fleet of coal fired power plants underpins economic prosperity in the U.S. Coal
based generation has dominated U.S. electricity supply for nearly a century. In 2013, coal again
led U.S. generation, at 39%. Low cost coal keeps U.S. electricity prices below those of other free
market nations. For example, in 2013 the average price of residential and industrial electricity in
the U.S. was one half to one third the price of electricity in Germany, Denmark, Italy, Spain, the
U.K. and France. These price differentials translate into more disposable income for U.S.
consumers, and a competitive edge for U.S. industry in global markets. If the existing coal fleet
were replaced with the next cheapest alternative generating source, natural gas combined cycle
power plants, a conservative estimate of the impact on the U.S. economy would be a 1.5% drop in
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and a loss of 2 million jobs per year.”
The US National Coal Council, “The Value of Our Existing Fleet: An Assessment of Measures to
Improve Reliability and Efficiency While Reduction Emissions”, May, 2014,
www.nationalcoalcouncil.org/studies/2015/Fossil-Forward-Revitalizing-CCS-NCC-Approved-Study.pdf

Shale gas

Keeping the use of fossil fuel alive..

It adds to emissions and there are a range of uncertainties about local
impacts, but the fracking debate continues. For some divergent UK
views see: www.sgr.org.uk/resources/shale-gas-and-fracking
and www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk/features/fracking-safer-you-think

UGC Underground
Coal Gasification involves
burning coal seams in situ,
and so avoids mining, but
controlling combustion and
the release of dangerous
gases are worrying issues.

For a very upbeat US orientated view, which says emissions are
low and ‘replacing old coal boilers with new gas CCGT reduces CO2
emissions by 63-72%’ see: www.europeangashub.com/custom/domain_1/extra_files/attach_405.pdf
The shale gas boom may not last long, but certainly there are many new CCGT emerging in the
USA using cheap shale gas, e.g.: www.pennenergy.com/articles/pennenergy/2015/02/549-mw-

1TW

combined-cycle-power-plant-approved-by-virginia-psc.html

CCS - burying doubts UK-1 GW?

Hydro: a big existing global

renewable source - 1000GW
Many environmentalists object to
With the fossil fuel lobby keen to stay in the game, Carbon
large hydro and to plans for more,
Capture and Storage has been talked up as a key option but support smaller scale hydro and
allowing us to continue to burn coal and also gas, including
the potential is quite large. Big
shale gas. However it’s a long time coming, and, apart from
hydro pumped reservoirs can
its possible use with biomass (offering carbon negative energy
though help with grid balancing.. So
production), which we cover later, its pretty backward looking, there is room for a debate.
http://www.hydro.org/tech-andessentially trying to stuff something under the carpet and
policy/technology/pumped-storage/
hoping it stays there. It may not. An MIT study suggests that
much less CO2 will be converted into solid carbonate when injected into rock strata than was
thought. So it may not stay put. http://www.pennenergy.com/articles/pennenergy/2015/01/mit-studychallenges-feasibility-of-carbon-capture-and-storage.html? Ah well, maybe we can use ‘exotic
hydrogen’, in HNG (HydroNanoGas), said to able to clean up most types of emissions efficiently!
www.hydroinfra.com/ See comments at http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Governments-get-Excited-byHydro-Nano-Gas-which-Eliminates-all-Carbon-Emissions.html#join-the-discussion A very long shot!

Meanwhile CCS struggles to get going in the UK, despite getting strong backing from the ETI:
http://processengineering.theengineer.co.uk/power-and-water/critical-decade-for-ccs-success/1019881.article

Nuclear power

340GW live - but growth stalled

2015 saw wider conviction that nuclear power was not the way ahead, with few new starts and
many closures e.g. in the US. Some remain optimistic for the long term ( http://bit.ly/1CtNOhb) but
for now the situation seems unlikely to improve, with the discovery of thousands of cracks in
Belgian reactor pressure vessels, and the continuing major costly delays to the EPRs in France,
Finland and now the UK, though China, India and Russia are still pressing on with mainly old but
also some new ideas: https://theconversation.com/where-will-nuclear-power-plants-of-the-future-be-built-41874
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3. New stuff

Innovative energy generation/storage

Wind power

Wind tree >

Worried about visual intrusion of wind turbines? French entrepreneur
Jérôme Michaud-Larivière’s New Wind energy generator looks like a tree.
The 36 foot tall steel structure has 72 artificial leaves that work as microturbines on the branches, spinning on a vertical axis, each tree having a
capacity of 3.1 kW. Micro Savonius cups will be very inefficient, so the
cost/ kWh may be high and the embedded carbon
cost even higher. But it has quixotic charm!

http://news.discovery.com/tech/alternative-power-sources/tree-shaped-wind-turbinesblend-ine-scenery-141230.htm See the video. Also: http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/windtrees-could-replace-controversial-giant-turbines-race-sustainable-energy-1477461 It may

find niche applications, as may other novel idea for micro turbines, like
this 3D printed model: http://3dprint.com/43449/rmrd-tech-small-wind-turbines But
they are unlikely to challenge large conventional designs, or upgrades of them. That’s a big focus
for innovation, in offshore systems especially. UK progress on novel ideas is New Owl- type blades:
slow http://grimshaw-architects.com/project/the-aerogenerator/ but less so in Japan:
http://ow.ly/OjOJU
www.gwec.net/japans-offshore-wind-development-speeding/ Following on from the 2
MW unit off Fukushima, there’s now a 7 MW floating unit, with hydraulic drive,
actually a UK constant drive speed idea, eliminating the need for a step-up
gearbox, complex generator technology and power inverter: www.powertechnology.com/news/newsmitsubishi-partners-complete-turbine-assembling-experimentalfukushima-floating-offshore-wind-project-4607299 www.offshorewind.biz/2015/02/05/uk-mhitesting-digital-hydraulic-drive-train-for-ow-turbines/ Overall, cutting cost is the key:
www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/2015/03/europe-s-wind-industry-commits-to-makingcost-reduction-top-priority.html A 26% target cost cut. Though (see pics right) a new
bladeless idea may change it all: www.wired.com/2015/05/future-wind-turbines-no-blades

A vortex-vibrated pole, but with 30% less power out. Intriguing though- so is this:

http://www.upworthy.com/first-we-had-windmills-then-wind-turbines-now-its-time-to-meet-the-windwheel?c=ufb1

PV solar New cells, materials, applications

Canopies: www.thesolarclothcompany.com

Multi-coloured PV http://news.sciencemag.org/chemistry/2015/02/solar-cells-now-rainbow-colors and

glass/slate PV roof tiles: www.goodshomedesign.com/with-these-glass-tiles-your-roof-can-generate-electricity/

More floating PV Following up projects in India, Japan and the UK, the US is to have floating
PV arrays - on a series of 6 large waste water tanks in California.
Micro solar harvesting
Space Solar Mitsubishi Heavy Industries want to beam power
solar trees- with 3D
by microwave from an orbital solar satellite - by 2030. A bad old Artificial
printed PV leaves:
dream? But they say it will be economic then. It’s giant stuff: see http://www.renewableenergyworld.com
/rea/news/article/2015/02/a-forest-ofJAXA’s proposal for 1.2 mile square array! http://bit.ly/1F6pqAe
power-solar-energy-harvesting-trees?
Clear solar window A fully translucent solar concentrator with
Luminescent PV, from Michigan State University: http://bit.ly/19Ho58r More new PV - see below

Solar heat Concentrating solar power has the big advantage that heat can be stored.
Molten salt heat stores are one approach. Though they are not cheap, they may the best so far:
http://social.csptoday.com/technology/limited-options-molten-salt-storage-cost-reduction Here’s a cheap hybrid
PV-thermal alternative: http://arstechnica.co.uk/science/2015/08/the-solar-sunflower-harnessing-the-power-of5000-suns/ But a new US Nano-particle materials innovation may cut overall hi-tech CSP costs:
http://www.theengineer.co.uk/news/material-improvement-for-concentrated-solar-power-plants/1019434.article

And there is also interest in using sand as a heat storage medium:

http://social.csptoday.com/technology/sand-csp-energy-storage-solution-future
And ditto …/technology/italian-project-shows-strong-potential-sand-based-csp

Sea heat The Arctic Ocean Heat Project, linking Norway,

Solar heat http://icarb.org/

says Scotland could have up
to 4GW of solar water
heating

Greenland, Iceland, the Faroes, aims to replace oil using heat pumps to extract heat from the sea:
www.noraregiontrends.org/energy/energynews_single/article/heating-should-come-from-the-ocean/87/
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Future solar?

Residential v utility scale PV

Cumulative PV capacity worldwide
has grown at roughly 47% per year
since 2001 and MITs major report
on The Future of Solar Energy
looks at what should happen next.
Average
It says solar energy is one of the
US Prices
few primary energy sources suitable
for large-scale (TW) use in a carbon
constrained world, and suggests that
says that in terms of system level wholesale costs ‘PV generation
‘PV deployment could be called upon MIT
by residential systems is, on average, about 70% more costly than
to scale up by one to two orders of
from utility-scale PV plants’ and shouldn’t be favoured. See last Renew
magnitude by mid-century’.
But to do that there would have to be continuing improvements in efficiency and cost. However
this may not just mean chasing the latest new cell technology. MIT suggests that ‘today’s leading
solar PV technology, wafer-based crystalline silicon (c-Si), is technologically mature and largescale c-Si module manufacturing capacity is in place’ and it is likely to ‘dominate the solar
energy market for the next few decades and perhaps beyond. Moreover, if the industry can
substantially reduce its reliance on silver for electrical contacts, material inputs for c-Si PV
generation are available in sufficient quantity to support expansion to terawatt scale.’ Even so
‘plausible reductions in the cost of crystalline silicon PV modules alone would be insufficient to
make utility-scale PV systems competitive on a subsidy-free basis in the absence of a significant
price on carbon’ though ‘improvements that reduce residential balance-of-system costs, whether
by reducing materials use or reducing installation costs, could make a large contribution’.
More advanced thin film cells, primarily cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper indium gallium
diselenide (CIGS) cells, make up around 10% of the US PV market today and, MIT says, they are
already cost-competitive with silicon. Unfortunately though, as well as having lower performance,
‘some commercial thin-film technologies are based on scarce elements, which makes it unlikely
that they will be able to achieve terawatt-scale deployment at reasonable cost’. But some new
thin-film technologies in the research stage ‘use novel material systems and device structures and
have the potential to provide superior performance with lower manufacturing complexity and
module cost’. Moreover ‘several of these technologies use Earth-abundant materials, even silicon
in some cases,’ and though they ‘are not nearly competitive with c-Si today, they have the
potential to significantly reduce the cost of PV-generated electricity in the future’. So overall it
concludes ‘emerging thin-film technologies (e.g., CZTS, perovskite, DSSC, organic, and QD) are
better positioned for ambitious scale-up than commercial thin-film technologies (CdTe & CIGS)’.
MIT also look at CSP, seen as more costly but valuable, given the ability to store daytime heat for
night-time generation. Storage for PV is also looked at - it can reduce the need for curtailment &
cut distribution costs, which go up with rising PV. A good report: http://mitei.mit.edu/futureofsolar

Shared solar: collective gains

UBS says utility-scale PV will
The U.S. National Renewable Energy Labs (NREL) says that ‘off-site boom most, thanks to cheaper storage
shared solar and arrays on multi-unit buildings can enable rapid, widespread market growth by increasing
access to renewables on readily available sites, potentially lowering costs via economies of scale, pooling
customer demand, and fostering business model and technical innovations’. It claims that sharing makes
solar available to homes and businesses that can’t have on-site solar, and reduces financial and technical
barriers to those who live in multi-tenant housing and businesses and residents who rent or lease rather than
own property. They can share electricity produced by PV arrays that they own, lease or otherwise share,
and operating at this scale enables developers to realize economies of scale by aggregating demand. NREL
estimate that 49% of US homes and 48% of businesses are currently unable to ‘host a PV system of adequate
size or virtually net meter an entire system themselves’. It says that updating regulations and streamlining
procedures and paperwork associated with shared systems would spur development. ‘Shared solar could
represent 32-49% of the distributed PV market in 2020, growing cumulative PV deployment in 2015-20 by
5.5-11.0 GW. www.nrel.gov/news/press/2015/16496
Hawaii 100% with Hydrogen http://blog.renewableenergyworld.com/ugc/blogs/2015/10/hawaii_world_s_firs.html
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Next generation: Perovskite solar cells…

Perovskite solar cells have been developing fast, with spectacular efficiency improvements, up
from 2% in 2006 to over 20.1% in 2015, putting pervoskites on a par with leading thin film PV
techs such as CdTe, CIGS and amorphous silicon. IDTechEx’s (pricey!) report ‘The Rise of
Perovskite Solar Cell 2015-2025: Technology, Status and Market’, forecasts that the market for
perovskite PV will reach $214m in 2025. It claims the growth will come in the utility (tandem/
hybrid cells) and smart windows/BIPV. It says they are leading in the ‘3rd generation’ PV field,
which also includes DSSC (dye sensitive solar cells), organic photovoltaic (OPV), and quantum
dot (QD) PV: ‘Many companies and research institutes that focused on DSSCs and OPVs now
transfer attention to perovskites’. Moreover their cell efficiencies ‘are approaching that of
commercialized 2nd generation technologies such as CdTe and CIGS. Other emerging PV
technologies are still struggling with lab cell efficiencies lower than 15%.’ But it warns that takeoff will be slower than many anticipate as the technology is not yet production-ready and ‘still
grapples with issues such as stability and lead toxicity’ - alternatives to lead have low efficiency:
www.idtechex.com/research/reports/the-rise-of-perovskite-solar-cells-2015-2025-000442.asp Progress
chart: http://www.idtechex.com/images/v5/pagesections/raw/main30700.jpg & update: www.idtechex.com/emails/6110.asp

… and with battery storage PV may boom even more

PV cost have fallen dramatically, but there is more to come. Tesla say cheap battery technology
could spur even more adoption: ‘If we can have solar generation at $0.02-0.03 per kWh and if
you can have a levelized cost of a battery that may fall below $0.10 per kWh you suddenly get to
have energy that is 100 percent firm and buffered from photovoltaics that is cheaper than fossil
energy’. And that goal was in ‘grasping distance’. And it wasn’t just about domestic storage.
Tesla say ‘Our view is that batteries are really going to win’ over bulk energy storage techs like
pumped hydro, compressed air energy storage, even flow batteries: ‘We are seeing price declines
that make a lot of those technologies somewhat stranded’. See our Storage section below.
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2015/07/tesla-cto-bulk-energy-storage-will-grow-much-faster-than-people-expect.html

Little local difficulties…

Near-Autonomous PV-T house

A low energy house in Yorkshire with hybrid
The UK government’s policy of blocking large
solar PV- thermal, electricity storage and
solar farms and limiting spending via the FiT
under-house heat store. It should supply
on domestic PV support, as well as its decision
13MWh p.a., but only use 5MWh. So it’s still
to abandon the Zero Carbon Homes policy for
grid linked to export the 8MWh excess.
new build, may slow things down. It’s tragic for http://greenbuilding.co.uk/news/low-carbon-energysystem-offers-near-off-grid-living/
those who have developed clever LowCarbon
houses like this one in Wales, with 4.3 kW of PV: www.flipsnack.com/estercoma/solcer-houseenergy-positive-low-carbon-low-cost.html But this year saw the 20th anniversary of Sue Roaf’s
pioneering Oxford solar house. We’ll keep on going! With 1 million UK homes with PV now.
*

Solar can go where wind farms fear to tread

That was a line taken in a paper from AMEC/FW at this years All Energy Conference in Glasgow.
Wind farms set the trend for on-land deployment, but PV may follow, sometimes being easier to
deploy, while ‘new wind sites are becoming harder to find and permit’. Though as a mutually
beneficial compromise, combined projects might be best. Since local grid link capacity was also
often limited, and wind and solar’s different winter/summer availability patterns dovetailed quite
neatly together, it made sense to double up on the same site. That way you could also share other
infrastructure - e.g. road access. And deliver power more continually year round.
See: http://v2-all-energy.rxnova.com/__novadocuments/86974?v=635676499959130000
*And on lakes or reservoirs, with floating PV or CSP: http://helioscsp.com/floating-concentrated-solar-

power-plant-in-india/ Even on-land solar arrays don’t have to stop farming. Here’s how to leave most
ground free: www.optimum-tracker.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/O-track-Agri.pdf So surely there’s no
need to put them in space! http://grist.org/news/too-bad-nasas-plan-for-space-based-solar-never-happened/
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Wave and tidal power

The UK remains in the forefront, but it was a tough
year, with Siemens pulling support from MCT, Oyster
facing cuts and the Pelamis wave company going bust:
http://www.thejournal.co.uk/business/business-news/wave-tidalenergy-sector-critical-8392593 MCT was rescued by Atlantis

and some of the Pelamis team by the Scottish
government, and wave and tidal projects continue to
progress, including the Mygen/Atlantis tidal scheme in
Pentland Firth. In terms of new ideas, Marine Power Systems (MPS), founded by two Swansea
University engineering postgrads, has developed WaveSub, a floating system which it claims
could ‘significantly reduce costs’ since its Sea State Tuning technology allows it to continue to
produce electricity in a much wider range of wave heights and sea conditions than other devices.
It’s also not limited in regards to sea depth. It’s to be tested in the off Milford Haven for 6-12
months, and followed, if all goes well by a full-scale 1.5 MW version, for testing in 2017, and
then a small wave farm in the South Pembrokeshire wave demonstration zone in 2019.
The DeltaStream tidal current turbine was to be deployed in Ramsey Sound off Pembrokeshire
last year, but that was delayed by bad weather. Cardiff-based Tidal Energy has developed the 400
kw 150-tonne sea bed mounted demo device, named Ysbryd y Mor or Spirit of the Sea.
Meanwhile, there are plans for 30 MW tidal farm off the Isle
of Wight - the ‘Perpetuus Tidal Energy Centre’ facility would
be off St Catherine’s Point near Ventnor. See main top
picture left for one possible mid-depth device layout.
http://perpetuustidal.com/ Looks a bit like the mid depth PLATO (lower inset picture left). More advanced, and for deeper
water, a 500 kW version of Minesto’s Deep Green tidal kite,
which has been on test in N. Ireland, is to be installed off the
coast of Wales in 2017, with EU backing. If proven it could be
extended to a 10 MW array. http://minesto.com/deep-green/
However Lagoons are much larger, up to 320 MW for the Swansea project and
1.8-2.8 GW for the proposed Cardiff-Newport scheme. But see Box for a critique. Lagoons
www.walesonline.co.uk/business/business-news/new-tidal-lagoon-could-built-8392371

*Tidal lagoon and tidal stream projects have mostly developed more than wave

not on..

http://euanmea
rns.com/a-triproundswansea-bay/

devices so far around the world, but Ted Brekken, an associate prof. at Oregon
State University, said wave power may yet come through since it should be easier
to integrate with grids: ‘By producing wave energy from a range of different sites, possibly with
different types of technology, and taking advantage of the comparative consistency of the wave
resource itself, it appears that wave energy integration should be easier than that of wind energy.
The reserve, or backup generation, necessary for wave energy integration should be minimal.’
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/2389544/steady-wave-power-could-be-cheaper-than-wind-and-solar

Maybe, but wave power is unlikely to beat wind in accessible resource terms, and it’s harder to
harvest than sub-surface tidal flows- the wave-surface interface is tough. Tides are also more
reliable and predictable .. and are unrelated to wind. The reaction were mostly critical.
*For global data on marine projects, see the EERE Database:
New wave idea: one of many
http://en.openei.org/wiki/ Marine_and_Hydrokinetic_Technology_Database

Also see Electricity from wave and tide Paul Lynn Routledge
A concise yet technically authoritative, well illustrated review:
http://eu.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-1118340914.html

www.corpowerocean.com
Wave + wind combined siting:
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/
pii/S0360544215002509

* LCA A review of a range of tidal current turbines found that they all had CO2 and energy

payback under 12 years, with a CO2 intensity of 18-35 gCO2/kWh. This compares with wind at
8-12 gCO2/kWh, PV (~30 g), nuclear (~70 g) and coal (~1000 g). Open Hydro was best…
http://pim.sagepub.com/content/229/2/124
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Could Tidal Power get big?

Based on a longer Nova paper
IRENA, the International Renewable Energy Agency (1), puts the technically available global tidal
resource at near 1 TW i.e. for all types of tidal system, barrages, lagoons and tidal current turbines. In
practice local limitations, access problems and other constraints will limit what may actually be achievable.
Certainly large barrages are seen as expensive to build and likely to have major environmental impacts. But
although large barrages are less favoured these days, there is over 500 MW of mostly barrage capacity in
place globally, and some new tidal range projects are planned, for example barrages in South Korea and a
lagoon the UK. It has been estimated that tidal range systems might supply15% of UK electricity (2).
Similar contributions might be made elsewhere. About 60 GW’s worth of potential medium to large tidal
barrage sites have been identified by WEC globally, as well as up to 100 GW of very large sites in Siberia.
With some large very speculative projects like this included, IRENA says there are over 100 GW of tidal
range projects under consideration around the world. But it is not likely to be big in the near term.
By contrast, there are many tidal current turbine designs under test around the world, and one in semicommercial operation (SeaGen) in the UK. However cost are still relatively high and only around 200 MW
is expected to be in place globally by 2020. Nevertheless, IRENA says the long-term total global potential
for tidal stream is much larger than for tidal range, though the full global resource hasn’t been looked at yet
in detail outside of Europe, where the resource has been estimated as at least 12 GW.

Combined systems - for grid balancing

Tidal barrages, lagoons and tidal current turbines all have different characteristics, but share the same basic
problem, reliance on a variable energy source. Unlike wind and wave energy flows, tidal flows are not
erratic, solar/weather driven. There may be some small interactions between the winds and waves and the
tidal flows (sometimes positive ones), but the tides are primarily lunar driven. However, though the energy
availability in tides is therefore highly predictable, it does vary, as does the scale. That’s a problem for big
barrages: they deliver energy in large varying bursts, on a lunar cycle, not often in phase with demand.
A series of smaller barrages and/or lagoons, if geographically dispersed so as to take advantage of the delay
in high tides at different locations, could limit this problem, but that option would arguably be much easier
to develop with a network of many small modular tidal current turbines around the coast. Around 200 MW
might provide a continuous supply of about 45 MW (3). Certainly having a large barrage, like the 8 GW
Severn scheme, on the network, with large bursts of power, would make it harder to balance the overall
system. The same would of course be true for a large localised concentration of tidal current turbines, for
example as might be the case in the Pentland Firth off Scotland, where the resource is large. All other
things being equal, for effective balancing, a distributed network of similar sized units would be best.
It may be easiest to do this just with tidal current turbines, but it might be possible to have a mixed system
with some small barrages and lagoons as well as tidal current turbines (2). Extending this further, the
potential for balancing would increase if tidal projects across the EU were also included in the network,
with Simon Waldman from Heriot-Watt suggesting that ‘at spring tides, the full EU resource can provide a
continuous output of approximately 40% of the maximum output, while UK sites alone can only provide a
continuous output of approximately 27% of their maximum’. So a large proportion of the maximum
possible output from the total capacity on the network would be available all the time, making it possible to
play a role alongside other firm energy sources in meeting demand peaks and supply shortfalls.
Clearly there would be a need to analyse the best mix and in reality this system cannot be optimized in
isolation from the wider grid system (e.g. in the UK/EU) as a whole, which will have other variable inputs,
for example from wind and solar, as well possibly as storage capacity. That adds yet another dimension. In
principle tidal barrages and lagoons could operate as pumped storage systems, using surplus electricity
from wind or solar, much as with hydro pumped reservoirs. Segmented barrages and lagoons with multiple
basins could enhance this function and also, by judicious phasing of filling and emptying, allow individual
tidal range systems to deliver more nearly continuous output: e.g. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnHwb8BKJzU.
And, with regionally distributed multi-basin tidal range pumped storage systems included in a national tidal
network, the potential for more continuous output from the full system should increase even further (2).
Given these potential developments, it may be that barrages will become more popular, although they still
have to face the environmental impact issues. Smaller barrages may have less problems of this kind and
they may also be less of a problem with lagoons and certainly less in the case of tidal current turbines,
which involve only marginal interference with water flows. However, if sites are carefully chosen, it may
be possible, and useful, to come up with an appropriate mix including smaller barrages.
1. IRENA: www.irena.org/menu/index.aspx?mnu=Subcat&PriMenuID=36&CatID=141&SubcatID=445
2. Yates et al: http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/site/2013/1985.xhtml
For more on
3. Hardisty: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1475-4959.2007.00263.x/abstract costs, see later
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Is Big best? For tidal turbines as well as wind turbines?

The annual All Energy conference, this year in Glasgow, was enlivened by a debate on scale with Prof. Peter Fraenkel, the MCT Seagen tidal current turbine device pioneer, arguing that large
scale was more cost effective, while Cameron Johnstone from Nautricity (who developed a novel
contra-rotating tidal turbine) argued that clever technology was the way ahead, not just size.
Fraenkel kicked
off, on safe
ground, arguing
that with wind
power the
gradual increase
in size had
clearly paid off,
A square law, R2
links output to
thanks to the
rotor diameter..
square law. See
his chart left.
And it was the
same with tidal
turbines.
Johnstone
however said
that tidal turbines
were not the
same as wind
turbinesthe
tidal
flow
environment
imposed
very
different
For barrages and lagoons, the tidal range
matters most, not rotor size, and for tidal
constraints, not least relating to the depth of the sea:
stream, the flow rate cube law may lead.
‘Water depths where economic tidal resources exist will
trump.
automatically limit rotor diameter’. Most of the tidal turbines developed so far were ‘big, heavy,
and require extensive seabed engineering in hostile environments’ and scaling up was ‘likely to
increase costs’. For example, ‘the longer the blade, the more expensive to manufacture (orders of
magnitude) more exotic and expensive materials’. That hasn’t stopped wind turbine designers
going up to 7 GW and soon beyond. But he may be right that there is merit in ‘more compact and
lighter technology’ for some tidal environments.
However Fraenkel, who left Marine Current Turbines a
while back, has now independently developed a new
concept which is floating, not bottom mounted. See leftSuper Tidal Gen. The 5 MW version will have 22m
blades, much bigger than the old 1.2 MW MCT device.
The presentations at All Energy, can be accessed from
www.all-energy.co.uk/ These two papers are at: http://v2-all-

energy.rxnova.com/en/Sessions/11843/Wave-and-Tidal-6-The-GreatDebate-A-question-of-BIG-v-small-join-the-debate

For a useful guide to wind and marine energy support see:

www.bvgassociates.co.uk/Publications/BVGAssociatespublications.aspx

SwanseaiCentre:iwww.swansea.
ac.uk/engineering/marine-energy/
Useful work on marine impacts

Marine spin off Artemis Digital Displacement hydraulic power system

Tidal turbines have to some extent benefited from the earlier development of wind technology, but there is
also an interesting example of early marine renewable work generating ideas that now have implications for
wind power, as well as marine energy systems. Stephen Salter’s early work of the Duck wave energy
device led to some new hydraulic power take off systems, which have now been developed further by
Artemis into what could be a key new innovation for wind turbines. As noted above, this UK developed
power transmission system is being used on the 7 MW floating wind turbine off from Fukushima:
http://www.theengineer.co.uk/news/artemis-intelligent-power-awarded-macrobert-award/1020725.article
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Bio-Carbon Capture: negative carbon
BECCS: Carbon negative biomass via CCS and other options

BECCs in US

The use of biomass to produce heat & power via combustion can be near www.pennenergy.com/conte
carbon neutral over time, if the rate of biomass use is matched by the rate nt/dam/Pennenergy/onlinearticles/2015/February/chart
-beccs.jpg and
of growth/replanting and depending on the source. See our state of play
http://www.renewableenerg
overview above. But if emissions from its combustion are captured and
yworld.com/rea/news/article
stored then it can become carbon negative: pulling CO2 out of the air
/2015/03/biomasselectricity-carbon-capturewhile supplying energy. Some see biochar playing a similar role- partial
carbon-negative-energy
combustion of wood, producing fuels but mainly materials which can
enrich soil and enhance bio-CO2 sequestration/retention. Biomass Energy CCU not on yet
CO2 for fuel too costly
Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS) does rely on CCS, which is as yet http://pubs.rsc.org/en/conten
t/articlelanding/2015/ee/c4ee
undeveloped (see earlier), but you could use the CO2 for P2G as below.
04117h#!divAbstract But
Which is best? A report from the Smith School of Enterprise and
see http://bit. I/1Lt4NDQ
the Environment, Oxford University, says the ‘most promising’ options
between now and 2050 are planting trees and improving soil quality to sequester more CO2 i.e.
afforestation, planting trees where there were none before; and biochar, improving the soil by
burying a layer of dense charcoal made from biomass. Although they are relatively simple, low
risk and low cost options, they add ‘to remove CO2 on a comparable scale to the rate it is being
emitted inevitably requires effort and infrastructure on a comparable scale to global energy or
agricultural systems’. And: ‘It is clear that attaining negative emissions is in no sense an easier
option than reducing current emissions’. So it’s an additional, rather than replacement, option for
renewables and efficiency. Certainly of all to so-called geo-engineering options these are the
easiest and least problematic, but it’s not clear how substantial and sustainable the benefits would
be: trees die and rot when they get old and also burn, either way releasing the
Biochar views
stored CO2; and you’d need to reforest very large areas just to get back to
www.treehugger.com/
the situation before deforestation got going, centuries ago. It’s also not clear if naturalmaking biochar is the best use (in CO2 terms) of biomass and land. But, there sciences/biochar-is-noclimate-changeare non-energy/carbon benefits from improving soil and growing more trees.
miracle-cure-georgemonbiot.html and
Looking at all the carbon negative options, including BECCS and direct air
www.theecologist.org/
capture (via chemical absorption), the Oxford team found that ‘between now
blogs_and_comments/
commentators/other_c
and 2050, there may be the technical potential to attain negative emissions
omments/2016620/bio
of the order of 120 GtCO2 cumulatively (~15 ppm reduction), with the vast
char_a_cause_for_con
majority of this potential coming from afforestation, soil carbon improvements, cern.html
and some biochar deployed in the near term. This potential represents an
The Agave option
extension of the 2050 carbon budget by 11-13% for a 50-80% probability of
http://biomassmagazin
meeting a 2o [C] warming target. More industrial technologies (DAC, Ocean e.com/articles/3743/av
ant-garde-agave
Liming,& BECCS) that rely on CCS are likely to have very limited potential
by 2050, largely due to limits imposed by CCS development and more significant technical and
policy challenges. Their contribution to the pre-2050 potential is only around 20 GtCO2 (2.5
ppm), or an extension of only ~2% of the 2050 carbon budget.’ www.smithschool.ox.ac.uk/researchprogrammes/stranded-assets/Stranded%20Carbon%20Assets%20and%20NETs%20-%2006.02.15.pdf

Biofuels The growth of biofuels for vehicles had led to some land use/eco impact conflicts

Under EU rules 10% of transport fuel must come from renewable sources. But an MEP backed
proposal put a cap on crop-based biofuels at 6% of total transport fuel. Though some euro-greens say
that even current EU use, at 4.7%, is too high. The new EU proposals call for the use of carbon
accounting from 2020 - giving a fuller picture of the climate impacts of biofuels production. They also
set target and sustainability criteria for ‘advanced’ biofuels. However some critics say these are not
rigorous enough and would permit some biofuels that compete with food crops for fertile land.
Certainly that can be an issue with imported biofuels. But some say it ought to be possible to set up
controls over sources to limit some of these problems. The debate continues. See earlier for a
from the USA
*perspective
Good overview:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2015/02/outlook-for-bioenergy2015-whats-in-store-for-this-versatile-renewable-energy-feedstock Also see http://ind.pn/1GEyDRL
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Power to gas: P2G

Energy storage

Potentially ‘game changing’ energy storage ideas include Power to Gas, or, if its wind, Wind to
Gas. Surplus renewable electricity produced at low demand times can be used to electrolyse water
to make hydrogen gas and this can be stored and then used as a fuel or be combined with CO 2
(from the air or power plant exhausts) via the Sabatier reaction (CO2 + 4H2 > CH4 + 2H2O) to
produce methane, synthetic natural gas - SNG. This can be injected into the gas grid for direct
heat use or stored and used later for generation when renewable output is low. As noted below,
Germany is the pioneer: www.uni-kassel.de/upress/online/frei/978-3-89958-798-2.volltext.frei.pdf
www.brighthub.com/environment/renewable-energy/articles/78303.aspx But the UK’s ITM are in there:
www.dw.de/power-to-gas-may-solve-renewables-storage-challenge/a-17754416/ www.itm-power.com/

It will be costly
given the multiple
conversion stages,
but the surplus
electricity is in
effect free - it
would be dumped.

ITM Power, the UK energy storage & clean

fuel company, has installed (left) a second fast
response PEM electrolyser system in Germany,
green
for
RWE, who will be injecting hydrogen into
the gas network as part of their Power-to-Gas
installation and will also
otherwise.
do
grid balancing tests.
Spinning up A
20MW flywheel
be carry out grid balancing tests.
energy storage
system is being built
A different approach is Highviews liquid air energy
in Ireland at
storage system - pictured right. It uses cheap off-peak
orRhode,
surplus
Co. Offaly

Highview - air storage

http://www.djei.ie/pres
electricity to liquefy air and stores it ready for use in
s/2015/20150326.htm
a gas turbine to generate power when needed. The
overall conversion efficiency is put at 60-70%, depending on whether waste heat from a process
plant can be used. A 350 kW/2.5 MWh pilot plant hosted by Scottish and Southern Energy has
been in operation since April 2010 in Slough (see pic), and, in collaboration with Viridor, a 5
MW/15 MWh demonstration project has been backed the UK Government. Next up they plan a
20 MW/80 MWh system. A big plus is that it can be sited anywhere - unlike pumped hydro or
cavern compressed air storage. A virtual tour of the Slough project: www.highview-power.com/tour/

Micro gen and micro storage

Wind+pumped
hydro storage

The above are large-scale projects, but there is also continuing interest
http://www.npr.org/blogs/parall
in small domestic scale initiatives for both generation and storage. There els/2014/09/17/349223674/tiny
are some basic difficulties with this approach - small domestic units may -__spanish-__island-__nears__its-__goal-__100-__ percentavoid energy losses in transmission and distribution from large remote
__renewable-__energy
plants, but they are usually less efficient - there are economies of scale for
many (but not all) generation and (most) storage, and balancing variations in supply and demand
is better done with larger linked-up systems. But the attraction of having you own kit remains
strong, so the market does offer some units: e.g. www.flowenergy.uk.com/flow-boiler-tech-zone/
In terms of storage, batteries are being used and also heat storage, using an immersion heater in
your boiler tank: https://www.immersun.co.uk/ and there are even devices that convert excess power
to storable hydrogen gas. It is conceivable that, if costs continue to fall, distributed generation and
storage systems may be linked up, with small local/domestic energy microgen units and energy
stores helping to balance grids, creating a virtual power plant: www.eenews.net/stories/1060018601
However, large-scale generators, and large-scale energy stores, especially heat stores, are usually
much more efficient, so that community-based systems seem more sensible, depending on
location. Though, for some, the private off-grid dream lives on - and batteries are getting cheaper.
Flow batteries, based on Vanadium, are catching on for local micro-grid use overseas:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2015/03/sunedison-recruits-imergy-flow-batteries-formicrogrid-rural-electrification-initiative But Tesla’s wall mounted 7/10 kWh Li-on battery got a lot
of media coverage: www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-32545081 Though Aluminium ion batteries are

safer and may win longer term: http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v520/n7547/full/nature14340.html
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Renewables and Electricity Storage IRENA

IRENA says ‘countries considering a transition to power systems based on renewables between
now and 2030 must look closely at electricity storage options’, especially those (mostly industrial
countries) aiming to get more than 30% of their power from variable renewables. It looks at the
options and sees CAES as best for bulk storage, but Li-Ion batteries are coming on, so are flow
batteries: see below. However it says that ‘Energy storage is only one of many options to increase
system flexibility’ including interconnectors, demand response, smart grid technologies and new
pricing
mechanisms.
IRENA report:
Forthcoming
http://ow.ly/O42kB
will be a
technology
roadmap on
renewable
energy grid
integration
looking at all
options in
more detail,
including the
role of storage.

The present report says that research would be helpful to reduce costs, but ‘experience so far
demonstrates that technological progress is not sufficient to boost storage deployment. Electricity
storage systems are already available today, but their deployment levels are very limited
compared to the rapid growth in variable renewable power generation.’ For the moment it’s an
issue of overall system development and deployment: in most cases storage is not yet seen as
vital. That will have to change as renewables expand, and the road map offers possible options.
*For a study of storage size optimals: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360544215000742
*At the other end of the spectrum, the IEA has been looking at remote off grid PV prosumers:
http://iea-retd.org/archives/publications/remote-prosumers-preparing-for-deployment-2
Overview: http://cleantechnica.com/2015/03/04/energy-storage-could-reach-cost-holy-grail-within-5-years/
An excellent review: http://rameznaam.com/2015/04/14/energy-storage-about-to-get-big-and-cheap/
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Energy storage in California It cuts backup & curtailment
A University of California Berkeley study last year
looked at the implications of energy storage for large Modeling results
Renewable penetration when a strict ‘no
renewable inputs. Using hourly load data and the
dump’ rule is imposed, and with no storage,
corresponding simulated output of wind & solar
is approx. 29% of the annual need, with a
distributed throughout California, it looked at ‘how
system size of 41 GW. Allowing energy
we could achieve very high-energy penetration from dumping increases grid penetration from
variable renewables, though its benefits fall
intermittent renewable system into the electricity
off with further energy dumping. Penetration
grid’. It found that ‘the maximum threshold for the
is consistently higher when transmission
storage need is significantly less than the daily
lines are used to increase power exchange
average demand’, the optimal energy storage being
between load areas, since it allows the use of
‘of the order of 186 GWh/22 GW (approx 22% of the options with better output profile, and the
possibility to transmit the surplus power at
average daily demands of California)’. Using this,
one load-area to another. For instance, ‘a
renewable penetration can be increased and the need system with capacity of 41 GW was shown to
for backup plants reduced. If ‘curtailment’ losses
achieve a penetration level of about 31.5%
without transmission, but if the existing
(dumping of excess power) are allowed, with 186
transmission is effectively used penetration
GWh/22 GW storage and a 20% total energy loss,
could reach 38.2% of the annual demand’.
‘grid penetration was increased to approx. 85% of
However going beyond that has diminishing
the annual demand of the year while also reducing
returns - there are no further gains from
the conventional back up capacity requirement to 35 temporal distribution. And, assuming 90% of
total capacity is renewable, a 41 GW system
GW. This capacity was sufficient to supply the year
based on distributed generation (residential
round hourly demand, including 59 GW peak
and commercial PV) has 10-15% less
demand, plus a distribution loss of about 5.3%.’
penetration than one based on centralized
However storage will also help reduce the energy
plants (utility PV with some tracking, CSP
loss from dumping to lower levels that it would have with no storage, offshore and onshore wind).
Allowing 5% dumping pushes penetration up
been: e.g. at 80% penetration with the 186 GWh/22
to 52%, though getting more than that comes
GW storage, the energy loss would be approx. 15%, at the expense of curtailing large amount of
as compared to the 40% loss without any storage. In energy from variable renewable sources,
which will reduce economic value of these
addition, the total renewable capacity needed would
resources. However if storage is also added
be 115 GW, compared to near 170 GW renewable
then the situation changes: penetration can
capacity without any storage. The type of sources
increase (up to 85%), and curtailment up to
used is also important for temporal grid balancing.
20%, with demand for backup falling, by up
to 15%. Though there is a limit to the gain
For optimal operation ‘grid design for renewable
penetration should focus.. on taking advantage of the from storage, after which adding more does
help much: the optimal depends on the
resource diversity as well as its year round matching not
balancing needs - supply type and storage
capability to the load profile’. The message is that
have to be well matched in terms of temporal
storage is good for renewables, larger renewables
availability and contributions to coping with
especially (see Box), as long as sources are matched peak demand. So diverse sources are good.
well and grids used fully. www.researchgate.net/publication/264996720_The_role_of_largescale_energy_storage_design_and_dispatch_in_the_power_grid_A_study_of_very_high_grid_penetration_
of_variable_renewable_resources But what about long distance supergrids?

Heat stores the best storage option- and bigger the better

Also see this peak pricing test:
http://www.ecova.com/media/746
011/ecova-cpp-8-27.pdf

Solar heat is a big option (406 GWth so far, more than wind, double PV) and large heat stores are very
efficient. Denmark has 60 large solar DH projects and more planned, maybe supplying 18% of DH heat by
2030: www.solar-district-heating.eu/NewsEvents/SDHConference2015.aspx Surplus power from wind/PV can
also be stored, using immersion heaters in water tanks - or heat can be produced directly by wind:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0960148115003079 Biogas-fired CHP linked to district heating
and local heat stores offers further flexible grid balancing options, ramping heat and power output up and
down variably as needed. And there are some new heat store ideas based on using dehydrateable concrete:
www.european-coatings.com/Raw-materials-technologies/Technologies/Concrete-heating
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Power-to-Gas in Germany

…and in the UK

Germany is pushing ahead with power-to-gas conversion and, www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/
pii/S0360319915005418
though still at an early stage, it’s seen as having big prospects.
A Federal Environment Agency report looking to a zero carbon future by 2050, with no nuclear,
CCS or biomass, says ‘a future GHG-neutral energy system will require large quantities of
renewably derived hydro- carbons (motor and heating fuels). In this scenario, power-to-gas will
be very important in the long term for the entire energy market, i.e. not just for power generation,
but also for the fuel market in particular.’ However, there are some economic hurdles given the
complexity of the conversion of wind/PV-derived power to hydrogen and then conversion, using
captured CO2, to methane. Unsurprisingly, given its lower CO2 content, it says air capture is more
costly than capture from power plant exhausts, but that progress is being made in all aspects. It
suggests that ‘Power-to-gas technology will be needed for the electricity system only once
renewables start to account for around 70% to 80% of Germany’s gross electricity consumption’,
but, even before then, ‘situations could occur in some regions that would prevent the distribution
grids from coping with such high levels of electricity. In these regions, power-to-gas technologies
could start to make sense in just a few years’ time, offering an easily regulated load that can
provide potential capacity on the backup power market and help take pressure off the grid.
Power-to-gas technology could be needed sooner in the transport sector as an alternative to
biofuels from energy crops because of the need to meet climate protection targets in this sector.
The first commercial applications can also be expected in the transport sector.’ It adds that P2G
can be used for heating, but ‘much more efficient GHG-neutral alternatives are available for
space heating applications, such as heat pumps driven by renewable electricity,’ so ‘heating fuels
produced using power-to-gas technology should therefore be used primarily in combination with
hybrid CHP plants. Fuels produced using power-to-gas technology are very important for
supplying GHG-neutral process heat. In addition, if this technology becomes sufficiently well
established, it could be used to provide GHG-neutral raw materials for industry in the long term.
Power-to-gas can therefore play an important part in reducing greenhouse gases in this sector.’
www.umweltbundesamt.de/publikationen/germany-2050-a-greenhouse-gas-neutral-country

Hydro booms and offers energy storage options

UK pumped hydro

50GWh/10GW of pumped

Hydro capacity has grown by 27% since 2004 and could double to hydro storage in UK - at
2,000 GW by 2050 or sooner, says the World Energy Council. Is
low cost! A bit optimistic?
big hydro really what we need? WEC see the drivers for growth as www.edie.net/news/6/Energystorage-will-slash-cost-of-UK‘the increased demand for electricity, energy storage, flexibility of
decarbonisation-by--3-5bn-/
generation, freshwater management, and climate change mitigation
Dutch pumped hydro:
and adaptation solutions’. It says there’s been ‘significant progress http://euanmearns.com/flat-landin terms of sustainability practices of the sector and acceptance by large-scale-electricity-storageexternal
fles/ A novel flat land idea…
stakeholders such as NGOs and the financial community, which
had previously hindered development of new projects’. However, ‘criticism of hydropower
continues in some stakeholder groups, especially where new developments impact local
communities or where river flows affect vulnerable habitats’. It notes that ‘Storage hydropower
(including pumped storage) represents 99% of the world’s operational electricity storage. With
the increased deployment of variable renewable energy technologies such as wind and solar,
hydropower is increasingly recognised as an important system management asset capable of
ensuring reliable supply.’ A difficult one - it depends where. www.worldenergy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/05/World-Energy-Resources_Charting-the-Upsurge-in-HydropowerDevelopment_2015_Report2.pdf Clever idea: http://bit.ly/1VJnnuH

Biorock bio-concrete for bio-restoration

Not an energy storage option,
but it does trap CO2

Carbon
Biorock is an artificial coral-like material than can be made by electro-accumulation
of minerals
dissolved in seawater to make structures for coastal protection and stabilization, and to create habitats
and areas that concentrate nutrients and protect and enhance existing bio resources, which can be used
for bio-fuel production e.g. with algae, and for carbon sequestration projects. But it takes time - it’s no
quick fix: www.biorock.org/ Geotherapy: www.crcpress.com/product/isbn/9781466595392
Marine Ecosystem Restoration: www.crcpress.com/product/isbn/9781466557734
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Fossil CCS and hydrogen storage
An Energy Technologies Institute report says
that fossil fuels can help balance variable grid
renewables if they are linked to pre-combustion
gasification/reformation to produce hydrogen gas,
which can then be stored ready to run a gas
turbine when back up power is needed. The CO2
gas produced would be captured and stored. See
left. This would avoid having to use inflexible
IGCC coal plants and avoid the need the ramp
CCGT plants up and down regularly. Biomass
could also be used. But it all assumes CCS and
salt cavern stores for hydrogen are viable on a large scale. The ETI says ‘The UK has sufficient
salt bed resource to provide tens of ‘GWe’ to the grid on a load following basis from H2 turbines’
and claims that ‘the potential to store hydrogen changes inflexible gasification and reforming
technology into competitive, highly flexible options for load following fossil fuel, biomass and
waste fed power stations’. But it says ‘technologies making hydrogen from methane such as
steam methane reforming and autothermal reforming need to improve if they are to be
competitive in power production from 100% hydrogen storage configurations’, though it adds
‘much of this improvement is already in hand in national clean fossil fuel, CCS and turbine
technology development programs’. It might be easier to combine hydrogen with steam (and wind
driven CAES with compressed air seem easier to us), but if you are keen on and confident about
CCS, maybe it’s OK. The ETI seem to think it could be viable economically.
http://www.eti.co.uk/storing-hydrogen-underground-in-salt-caverns-and-converting-it-into-a-reliable-affordableflexible-power-source-could-help-meet-future-uk-peak-energy-demands-according-to-the-eti/

In praise of Batteries…

‘Home storage, particularly for
‘The incremental penetration of variable energy production, increased self-consumption, offers a
significant market that has become
the growing trade of electricity and new demand patterns
economic without support in
indicate that energy storage will play an increasing role in
selected markets in recent years.
the energy system. Even where benefits are measured against Consequently, it is important to
alternative solutions - such as demand-side management,
develop regulatory measures to
back-up generation and flexible loads, its role is evident in
stimulate self-consumption and
reduction in power consumption,
the value chain, from end-user to distribution, transmission,
especially for peak-load
and markets. In particular, batteries offer cost-efficient
considerations. Creating a specific
solutions for innovative models of decentralized energy
support scheme for batteries, and
systems. They can foster the development of micro-grids,
building a framework for Prosumer
while the home storage market combined with PV Solar
Storage based on the German
allows for an increase in self-consumption.’ So says an
experience should be encouraged.’
excellent report from Insight Energy, making a strong case
for batteries, including for domestic prosumers (see Box) - they can help reduce transmission
needs by up to 60%: ‘The highest values are found in end user applications and when storage can
defer investments in new transmission or distribution grids’. It adds ‘Battery storage can also
interact easily with other storage possibilities, notably thermal storage’ and ‘used as a reserve
provider could improve liquidity in the balancing markets, and could play a role through the
provision of short-term ancillary services.’ So ‘in future policy developments, battery storage
should be included as a credible provider of frequency regulation and voltage support, even
though its benefits will be very different depending on each country’s electricity mix’. Longerterm it looks at vehicle-to-grid battery options and calls for more research into the impact of
competing demand response/interconnection options. But at perhaps €200/kWh by 2020 it says, Li
Ion may win! www.insightenergy.org/featured_topics?page=2#featured-topic-2

EcoPod for total autonomy, with storage: www.boredpanda.com/ecocapsules-off-the-grid-nicearchitects/
Silly… who needs it? But, like the Solar Impulse plane, it does demonstrate that the tech works in extremis
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Grid balancing A somewhat conservative UK overview…

Even ‘very significant’ storage, demand-side measures and interconnection would not be sufficient to cope
with intermittency in a weather-dependent renewables-based electricity system, according to modeling, up
to 2030, by the UK’s Energy Research Partnership (ERP). It says there would still be a need to have a
significant amount of low carbon firm capacity on the system too - for dark, windless periods. It could, for
example, be supplied by nuclear, biomass or fossil fuel plants with Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS).
It would be counterproductive just to add more wind capacity, since that displaces ‘progressively lower
carbon plant eventually causing significant levels of curtailment of its own output or that of other zero
carbon plant’. While that may be true, you could also say the same for adding extra inflexible nuclear plant
- it would potentially force variable wind off the grid. Power-to-Gas conversion and storage of this surplus
energy might be a better idea, but the ERP worries about turn-around efficiency and also says that the scope
for batteries, pumped hydro and compressed air storage in salt caverns is limited. And even if massively
expanded, to 30 GW or more, storage would not be sufficient to meet the long-term 8 TWh supply gap
produced in the modeling at peak demand times when wind was low for long periods. Demand Side
Management might help short term (up to 24 hours), by shifting peaks, but, ‘the 8 TWh gap is not going to
be solved through DSM as it represents an average reduction of 15 GW for 3 weeks. There is little domestic
activity that can be delayed that long and the reduction needed exceeds average industrial demand.’
Overall then, ‘neither storage nor DSM seem to be credible solutions to the security of supply issue caused
by lulls in renewable output lasting 2-3 weeks’. However ‘they are likely to have some value on turnaround
timescales of hours to a few days on a grid dominated by variable renewables’.
They do say that ‘Interconnectors could benefit the GB system by connecting it to markets with different
weather influences and so take excess generation at times of GB surplus and return carbon free generation
at times of low renewable output’. However they note that ‘these interconnected markets would not always
be in the right state to do this - for instance when similar weather was being experienced in the
neighbouring markets that had installed similar renewable energy technologies. So in effect they would act
like storage with an availability that was significantly lower than a physical asset.’
ERP says that the only exception might be for an interconnection to a market such as NordPool, that has
significant reservoir hydro, mostly in Norway, which has ~28 GW, used mostly for its domestic needs.
About 17 GW of this is controllable reservoir with a total storage capacity of 84 TWh. ERP says that ‘a
further 5-7 GW could be built without too large of an environmental impact. In theory then 20+ GW of the
UK’s storage needs could come from Norway, and the 8 TWh needed to fill the low wind gaps could
probably be accommodated. In practice though, the UK may find other EU nations also wanting to use
NordPool’s balancing capabilities and some, unlike the UK, are already connected.’ The ERP concludes
that ‘interconnection can help, especially to NordPool, but is unlikely to provide a complete solution as
other markets compete for the same resources. Furthermore, interconnection does not usually come cheap
and a careful examination of the costs involved would be necessary.’ But surely exports would offset them?
Leaving that aside, ERP insists that ‘with the diminishing returns of adding more variable renewables, and
the need to cover 2-3 week periods of low renewable output, a complete decarbonisation is going to need a
significant amount of firm low carbon capacity’, and it looks at what might work, longer term. Adding
more nuclear (30 GW in one scenario) is seen as beneficial, since it’s portrayed as zero carbon. That is not
quite true (there are carbon debts from producing the fuel), and, as the ERP admit, actually it is hard to
assess total system impacts from any specific additions, since there are complex interactions, which will
change the overall systems operational costs. Certainly adding nuclear will increase wind curtailment.
Adding a lot of fossil CCS would also have impacts. The ERP look at a system with no nuclear but with 30
GW of gas/biomass CCS and 56 GW wind. This achieves the emissions targets but does this ‘by displacing
unabated CHP generation’. ERP says that with a hypothetical 100% renewable system, ‘fossil is required
to fill 12% of demand,’ and there would be ‘a significant spill’ - 8% of generation. But couldn’t that be used
for Power to Gas conversion - which, along with DSM, would reduce the need for 12% of fossil backup?
Trying to identify optimal mixes and system costs in this complex situation is clearly hard. And in terms of
costs, the ERP notes that ‘using DECC’s cost estimates, the differences in economic value to the system
between the key options examined (nuclear, gas-CCS and onshore wind) are much smaller than the margin
of error estimating those costs. Therefore it’s difficult to claim any one of these is the optimal solution to
progress grid decarbonisation. Furthermore the value to the system is highly dependent on the technology
mix on the system, and the effect of diminishing returns reduces the value of all technologies as they are
added, but especially so of variable renewables which generate an increasing proportion at times of
surplus energy.’ So the ERP says that ‘using a fixed number (like LCOE) to characterise a technology’s
economic value is quite unhelpful in these circumstances’. Amen to that! e.g. for inflexible nuclear!
http://erpuk.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/ERP-Flex-Man-Full-Report.pdf See next page for Imperial College’s view
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System Integration costs

a more positive view

Imperial College London and the NERA consultancy have produced
‘Flexibility can
studies of system integration costs and grid balancing options for the significantly reduce
governments advisory Committee on Climate Change, which come to the integration cost
intermittent
somewhat more positive conclusions than the ERP (above). They note of
renewables, to the
that adding system integration costs (for extra transmission/distribution point where their
and backup plant/grid balancing services) to the cost of building and
whole-system cost
makes them a more
operating low-carbon generation capacity (i.e. their levelised cost of
attractive expansion
electricity, LCOE), ‘represents a critical input into planning for a
option than CCS
cost-effective transition towards a low-carbon electricity system’.
and/or nuclear’.
A key finding is that system integration cost of low-carbon generation
technologies will significantly depend on the level of system flexibility and that ‘very
significant cost savings can be made by increasing flexibility’. Flexible options considered
include ‘application of more efficient and more flexible generation technologies, energy
storage, demand side response, interconnection’ and also reducing the need for various
balancing services through ‘improved system management and forecasting techniques’.
It is concluded that ‘enhancing system flexibility reduces system integration cost of
renewables by an order of magnitude’. For example ‘the whole-system cost disadvantage of
wind generation against nuclear reduces from circa £14/MWh in a low flexibility system to
£1.3/MWh in a fully flexible system achieving 100 g/kWh emission intensity’ while the ‘whole
system cost of solar PV reduces from being £2.3/MWh higher than nuclear to being £10.7/
MWh lower than nuclear as the result of improved flexibility’. That means more variable
renewables can be added to the system while still maintaining system viability, although
(impartially!) Imperial adds that it also makes room for more inflexible nuclear! They also
say that the alternative, for meeting the emission targets, would be to add more CCS, which
they see as a flexible option. That’s debatable: the economics of plants with CCS, already
uncertain, would surely be worsened if they had to vary their output.
However running all
Wind
£6.2-7.6/MWh
this through their
Cost optimal generation mixes at 2030
at 100g/kWh
modeling gives a range
£12.5-15.6
at 50g/kWh
of possible mixes of
supply/balancing
capacity, depending on
the 2030 emission
targets and the degree
of flexibility: see the
chart. Sticking with a
low flexibility system,
https://d2kjx2p
nuclear dominates, with
8nxa8ft.cloudfr
ont.net/wpcontent/uploads
high flexibility, then
/2015/10/CCC_
Externalities_re
renewables dominate,
port_Imperial_
Final_21Oct20
with storage making
151.pdf
a small contribution. These optimals are based on total system costs, not the
individual component LCOEs - a holistic approach that Imperial see as vital, with the CfDs at
present only focusing on the latter and the Capacity Market then trying to back it all up. To
that extent they agree with EPR (as above): LCOEs are not enough. But they see flexibility as
able to counter system costs with renewables at up to 50 GW or possibly more, although at
higher levels, system costs rise, proportionately - doubling between the100 and 50g targets.
More at: https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/system-integration-costs-for-alternative-low-carbongeneration-technologies-policy-implications/
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Smart grids

Supergrids over long distances are also on the way. A 730

The International Energy Agency
km long 1.4 GW UK-Norway HVDC link is to be built by 2020.
says smart grids are important to
meet the challenge of moving toward sustainable energy infrastructure: ‘Improving efficiency,
facilitating integration of renewable energy sources and providing system resilience, flexibility
and security are among the many substantial benefits that smart grid technologies can bring’.

Electricity
system
evolution

The IEAs How2Guide for Smart Grids in Distribution Networks provides guidance on developing
and implementing a national or regional smart grids, in mature and developing grids alike.
It provides this definition: ‘A smart grid is an electricity network system that uses digital
technology to monitor and manage the transport of electricity from all generation sources to meet
the varying electricity demands of end users. Such grids are able to co-ordinate the needs and
capabilities of all generators, grid operators, end users and electricity market stakeholders in
such a way that they can optimise asset utilisation and operation and, in the process, minimise
both costs and environmental impacts while maintaining system reliability, resilience and
stability.’ The focus of the report is on electricity integration, but it does note that ‘Smart grids
that use combined heat and power (CHP) have the potential to provide additional benefits of
more efficient heat use’. It says that ‘If successfully planned and implemented, smart grids can
offer a host of benefits for widely developed and less-extended electricity grids alike. These
benefits enable informed customer choices about consumption, accommodate electricity
generation and storage options, and optimise asset utilisation and operating efficiency in
response to issues of the variability of renewable energy and resilience to disturbances, attacks
and natural disasters. For grid systems in emerging and developing countries, smart grids can
offer these benefits as microgrid configurations that have the option of then later being connected
to regional or national grids.’ It notes that ‘Smart grids are made up of a suite of advanced
technologies, yet they provide a more “human” element to customer interaction with energy use
that is missing from most electricity infrastructure. Smarter grids enable consumers to use energy
more prudently in a variety of ways, such as through controls and communication technologies
that enhance the efficiency of home appliances, and with electricity pricing that can incentivise
more sustainable patterns of energy consumption, from the scale of neighbourhoods, to regions
and countries. Ultimately, with greater information flows on how, when and where power is
consumed, future energy systems can be designed and operated to more closely match customer’s
needs.’ It adds ‘the possibilities for an energy sector transition through smart grids have only
begun to be realised. Project applications can be driven by a simple need to replace an outdated
technology aimed to accomplish energy savings. Or, as exemplified by the case studies from
South Korea and China in this report, smart grid projects can provide the foundation for fully
transformed ecological urban development. In short, smart grids can play a fundamental role in
global efforts to pave the path towards a more secure, sustainable and innovative energy future.’
www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/TechnologyRoadmapHow2GuideforSmartGridsinDistributionNetworks.pdf
*Also for a smart grid Delphi assessment see: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0960148115001986

Micro-energy harvesting At the other end of the scale - offgrid and mobile micro-generation.

Electrodynamics and PV win over piezoelectrics, but other ideas abound: www.idtechex.com/emails/5877.asp
Also see: www.idtechex.com/emails/6085.asp There is evidently a lot of ‘ambient energy’ about…
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Integrated approaches: hybrid systems

Hybrid combinations of, for example, low and higher-temp heat sources, make thermodynamic
sense for power generation. Italy’s Enel Green Power has built a €15m, 5 MW biomass plant to
boost the Cornia 2 geothermal plant’s 13 MW capacity in Castelnuovo Val di Cecina, Tuscany,
as ‘the first plant in the world to use biomass to heat geothermal steam and boost the energy
efficiency and output of the geothermal cycle’. It had already built the world’s first hybrid solargeothermal project near Fallon, Nevada, at its Stillwater complex. A $70m, 26 MW solar PV
addition was built to complement its existing 33 MW binary-cycle, medium-enthalpy geothermal
plant, which uses electric submersible pumps in the wells to pressurize and extract geothermal
water: the pump energy usage is partially offset by the 81,000 fixed polycrystalline-silicon solar
PV panels in a solar farm. Not resting on its laurels, next Enel
Combined CSP/PV
Green Power plans to build a 2 MW concentrated solar power
http://social.csptoday.com/technology/i
(CSP) unit at Stillwater. It says ‘This is the first hybrid plant in ntegration-csp-and-pv-way-forward?
the world able to bring together at the same site the continuous 800MW planned in Chile.
..and wind + CSP
generating capacity of binary-cycle, medium-enthalpy geohttp://social.csptoday.com/technology/v
alue-combining-csp-wind-power?
thermal power with solar PVc and solar thermodynamic’.
REW explained that ‘in hybrid combinations, naturally-occurring low to moderately-heated
geothermal water - with a temperature below 400°F - and a secondary or binary fluid, with a
3a%2f%2fuk.csptoday.co
much lower boiling point than water, move through a heat exchanger,
causing heat from the
m%2ffc_csp_pvlz%2f&ut
geothermal water to flash the secondary fluid to vapor, used to drive
turbines and generators’.
m_medium=email&
www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/12/enel-moves-hybrid-renewables-forward-again
A key option-that we don't have room to cover fully

Energy efficiency No gen
Often marginalised, energy efficiency is vital.

Avoiding generation costs is the cheapest option,
says the American Council for an Energy Efficient
Economy: http://www.aceee.org/press/2014/03/new-reportfinds-energy-efficiency-a But note than wind can be as
cheap, at its lower range - see left. Though in most
cases, investment in energy efficiency is clearly a
winner - and should save a lot of money:

www.energylivenews.com/2015/02/18/world-wastingtrillions-in-energy/ So it is good that the UK has now

begun to address the key Private Rental Sector:

http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/igov/new-thinking-turning-a-first-step-into-a-journey-energy-efficiency-in-theprivate-rental-sector/ There are of course many other sectors that need urgent attention, especially

transport. Not our focus though - we can’t cover everything! But here are some vehicle ideas.

Transport

How about this supercapacitor powered tram: www.railwaygazette.com/news/urban/singleview/view/guangzhou-tram-line-opens.html Or this flywheel powered tram: www.parrypeoplemovers.com/ Or, if
you need a car, this low embedded energy 3D printed car: http://www.idtechex.com/emails/5567.asp Or this
cheap battery car: www.electron.lt But maybe hydrogen fuel cells will win out: http://bit.ly/1joQjJY
Though Ammonia (NH3) is an option - it’s easy to store and there is no C so no CO2:
www.theengineer.co.uk/automotive/news/hydrogen-breakthrough-paves-way-for-ammonia-fuelledcars/1018805.article#ixzz3cVln1uSg Longer distances? See the airship below (box). Next, why not a solar
powered version? Dirigibles have large surface areas for PV and can fly above clouds! But slowly..

Up, up and away The 92m long Airlander helium filled airship can take-off and land from a
range of surfaces, including water, and carry passengers. Four 325hp V8 direct injection, turbocharged
diesel engines let it fly for five days non-stop. Two engines are mounted forward on the hull and two on
the stern and are used for cruise operation. All four are configured in ducts with blown vanes to allow
vectored thrust for take-off/landing/ground handling operation. Slowish, but low impact, travel…
www.theengineer.co.uk/aerospace/news/funding-boost-for-british-cargo-carrying-airship/1018121.article
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Innovation: long shots and silly ideas

Looking at the overall situation and technology trends, what stands out is that innovation
continues unabated despite economic crises, and in a context where the ground is shifting fast.
Energy demand is actually falling in many places, electricity demand especially, despite
economic growth, although some energy strategies may reverse that - e.g. the idea of trying to
decarbonise heating and transport by switching to electricity from green and/or nuclear sources. A
rival view is that we should focus more on renewable heat and non-electric transport. That would
open up even more room for innovation. So of course will the overall energy context- rising fossil
fuel prices for example, and concerns about climate change. Given the way the global economy
is structured, prices may have the most and fastest impacts, see the Thomson Reuters chart below.

Trends in renewable
energy inventions
and oil prices

But like all investments, what
goes up may also go down!

http://blog.thomsonreuters.com/in
dex.php/trends-renewable-energyinventions-oil-price-graphic-day/
Thomson- Reuters 2015

Meanwhile, price changes apart, debates will rage over the various options and whether they
make sense technically, economically and environmentally. Not all ideas are sensible! But who
knows? We are in the midst of a major paradigm shift and all sorts of new energy options may
turn out to be viable. So while there may be no shortage of gainsayers and pessimists, we need to
keep an open mind - though still challenging ideas that seem unsound. Some could be winners.
Some will fail. And some may seem downright silly. See possible examples of each below.

‘Solar doesn’t work reliably’

Flying wind turbines
- 600kW test rig

Microsoft billionaire Bill Gates has been funding some novel
energy technologies, like the Air Capture idea (see next page), but
he’s been dismissive of some renewables: ‘Solar is only during
the day, solar only works best in places where it’s warm. We
don’t have perfect grids. We don’t have storage. There’s no
battery technology that’s even close to allowing us to take all of
our energy from renewables and be able to use battery storage in
order to deal not only with the 24-hour cycle but also with long periods of time where it’s cloudy
and you don’t have sun or you don’t have wind. Power is about reliability. We need to get
something that works reliably.’ (FT - see p.37). But he liked flying wind - wind turbines in the jet
stream on balloons/kites! For one prototype, see the picture above and
www.techthefuture.com/technology/the-trillion-dollar-drone/. There’s certainly a big resource up there,
but Gates may be missing a few tricks in terms on-land (and sea) wind & solar. That’s
developing rapidly, as is storage and grid balancing technology - and not just batteries, but also
heat stores, smart grids & supergrids. Many opportunities for innovation. In efficiency too…
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Hopeless cases?

Air capture?

Odd bin

Some say solar farms, even in deserts, are
invasive, but this looks worse, and the idea
seems pretty far fetched. Turning CO2,
chemically absorbed from the air, into a
fuel!? It’s backed by Bill Gates: odd since
the CO2 level in air is very low. Very long
shot. This one might be a bit more likely:

http://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-are-building-a-systemthat-could-turn-atmospheric-co2-into-fuel

Silly? Maybe not

http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/pressroom/newsreleases/2015/august/co2.html

Butterfly wing PV:

Fossil fuel as a storage option

http://www.nature.com
/articles/srep12267

Most of the energy stored at present is in the form of fossil fuel - waiting to be burnt. That’s a
much easier storage option than trying to store electricity once produced e.g. in batteries.

https://theconversation.com/tesla-batteries-might-power-your-home-but-stored-fuels-will-still-run-thecountry-42859 A medium term option? Though some of it

might be replaced with biogas, low carbon syngases made
from fossil fuel with CCS/CCS, or via P2G. Long shot ?

Lagoon power store

Micro wind

Concentrator + PV

www.powertechnology.com/news/
newsskywolf-windturbine-introduceshybrid-wind-and-solarturbine-4645522

Wind screw
http://dearchimed
Use large artificially constructed offshore
es.com/ Fun..
Low
lagoons as pumped storage reservoirs,
withefficiency, but
OK for some sites?
with hydro-type turbines for generation,
andand to and to
locations
As above: http://offgridquest.com/energy/windpump water in, with power from a
power/silent-rooftop-wind-turbines-could-gener
nearby offshore wind farm, and perhaps
with
tidal top-ups: www.dnvgl.com/services/large-scale-electricity-storage-7272 and
Bio power
www.greenpowerisland.dk But building lagoons in deep water (for a good head)
is costly. Unless it’s scarce, it’s easier to build reservoirs on land. Long shot? A mixed bag:

Compresed Air storage - with foam!

www.worldbioen
ergy.org/content/
wba-fact-sheets

A nice bit of incremental innovation - adding foam to stabilise the temperature Gasifiers best?
swings when air is compressed and then extracted: www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2014-0605/sustainxs-compressed-air-storage-may-boost-renewable-energy Sounds like it could be good

OTEC
Ocean
Thermal
energy

Along way to go..
< Tidal- £275/MWh

Lagoons
may be
cheaper..

http://mariti
meexecutive.c
om/article/h
awaiianthermalplant-firstin-us An

expensive
long shot?

BNEF/Nawitka Capital Investors 2014

Tidal power

On these estimates (left), tidal
technology has a Levelised Cost
of Energy of $450/MWh making
it currently the most expensive
renewable option. But it’s hoped
the cost for tidal stream devices
can be brought down. Especially
with clever new ideas like this
vertical axis rotor in a tidal fence
- claimed @ £100-130/MWh:

http://uk.reuters.com/article/2015/08/05/us-tidal-energy-idUKKCN0QA1IX20150805

Hopeful

Not hopeless at all! Floating offshore wind

.. but a bit late in the race, the French Floatgen design (left), is soon
to be installed, while the US at long last is starting up offshore wind.
But nuclear power? Risky. See what these nuclear workers say:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YLeHNT67uI&list=PL34B55EC955B577AA
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4. Nuclear power - a long risky road to nowhere?

The nuclear industry struggles on, despite financial problems, looking, in increasing desperation,
for new markets - for example in South Africa. But there, as elsewhere, the prospects look poor:
http://www.bdlive.co.za/opinion/2015/05/25/pursuit-of-nuclear-energy-likely-to-be-more-wasted-time It’s
not just the costs or the risks: there have also been some damning recalculations of net carbon
emissions by Prof. Keith Barnham, who claims that, for the UK, they are over 50g/kWh - which
is more than the recommended 2030 electricity sector decarbonisation target. See Box.
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2736691/false_solution_nuclear_power_is_not_low_carbon.html

Carbon calculations In relation to Keith Barnham’s analysis, it was pointed out that in fact much

would depend on the grade of the uranium ore from which its fuel is produced - that will fall. However, the
UK has to import all its uranium and so the mining/fuel preparation emissions are emitted outside the UK in which case they would not contribute to the UK emissions inventory. Without that, the UK nuclear
emissions would be more like the CCC figure of 6 g/kWh, making it less than some renewables. But some
renewable energy kit is imported, so emissions related to its manufacture would also be external, though not
the installation related emission (e.g. concrete bases for wind turbines) and increasingly the towers and
materials for the blades are being manufactured in the UK. So, depending on steel and cement imports, it
might be typically for wind 35 g/kWh, for PV 49 g/KWh. But some of these materials could be recycled
when the plants were closed, taking the net figure maybe to 30g or less. See Bryony Worthington’s reply to
this and other claims: http://www.theecologist.org/reply/2901897/why_we_really_do_need_nuclear_power.html

Nuclear Nasties Short of uranium? Some exotic ideas to keep the nuclear show going:
Liquid: Molten salt reactors are seen by some as a way ahead, possibly using molten fluoride

salts/thorium, but that’s still some way off and, you’d think, hell to work with: www.world-nuclear-

news.org/NN-Terrestrial-Energy-moves-forward-on-molten-salt-reactor-0801158.html Still needs U or Pu to fire up.

Solid: Traveling wave reactors using depleted uranium/spent fuel, but with some fresh U235

to start, formed into a tube, with the fission reaction running through it from one end to the other.
Terrapower’s 600 MW prototype, backed by Bill Gates, is planned to start up around 2022. See later
Gas: Tritium, an isotope of hydrogen, plays a key role in thermo-nuclear weapons (it can be
made from lithium in fission plants) and it would be a fuel for fusion reactors, if they can be built:
www.independent.co.uk/news/science/the-tritium-factor-1305046.html and www.theengineer.co.uk/in-depth/the-bigstory/nuclear-fusion-jet-and-iter-your-questions-answered/1014477.article Tritium release e.g. in water, is a risk..

Liquid metal: Breeders Some look to molten metal-cooled fast reactors, based on the early

experiments- http://bravenewclimate.com/2015/03/25/international-experience-with-fast-reactor-operation-testing/
They had problems: the UK, France, US gave up. But Russia and India are having a new try, with
molten lead or liquid sodium coolants, one hope being to avoid uranium shortages. Nasty stuff
Nuclear delays The continuing EPR delays have led to huge (260%+) cost overruns more even than most in the past - see the
US Union of Concerned Scientist data
right. So it’s getting worse! And that’s

before extra costs due to the faulty
EPR reactor lid casting. Uranium

supply is also a worry: www.wiseuranium.org/ But some say there’s always
cold fusion!

www.extremetech.com/extreme/191754-coldfusion-reactor-verified-by-third-partyresearchers-seems-to-have-1-million-times-theenergy-density-of-gasoline Really?

Radiation in perspective… Radiation from Fukushima in 2011 has been detected on the Canadian

coast, in British Columbia, though at levels too low to pose a threat to human or marine life - 1.4
Becquerels per cubic meter of Cesium-134 and 5.8 Beq/cu m of Cesium-137. Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution said swimming in the Vancouver Island water every day for a year would provide a dose of
radiation less than a 1000 times smaller than a single dental X-ray. But tests off the coast of Japan shortly
after the 2011 disaster measured radiation at 50 million Beq /cu m. Not surprising given the melt downs and
leaks: www.beyondnuclear.org/japan/2015/3/19/tepco-admits-fukushma-daiichi-unit-1-core-completely-melted.html
Next time: www.world-nuclear-news.org/RS-Japan-to-raise-worker-emergency-radiation-exposure-limits-2101154.html
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Nuclear USA

Down memory lane: The Three Mile Island reactor crisis revisited
www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2015/03/three_mile_island_36_years_ago.html

‘There is no amount of radiation so small that it has no ill effects at all on
anybody. There is actually no such thing as a minimum permissible dose.
Perhaps we are talking about only a very small number of individual
tragedies - the number of atomic age children with cancer, the new victims of
leukemia, the damage to skin tissues here and reproductive systems there perhaps these are too small to measure with statistics. But they nevertheless
loom very large indeed in human and moral terms’, J.F. Kennedy,1960.
This was in the context of bomb tests. He somehow still backed civil nukes.

The chair of the US Senate
energy subcommittee
told the US Nuclear Energy
Institute that a US without
nuclear was unthinkable.
He cited a report
suggesting that up to 25 of
the 99 operating US
reactors could close by
2020. Several have already
closed early. And some
new starts have been
abandoned. The closure of
reactors - and the prospect
of a USA without any
nuclear power - was he
said ‘real threat to our
economy and way of life’.

Support rises That may explain why public support for nuclear energy in the USA is apparently
increasing, with more than two-thirds of those asked favourable towards it, in a Bisconti survey
commissioned by the Nuclear Energy Institute. See their series data above. But you have to be
careful about polls - a new US poll by Zogby Analytics found that 87% believed renewables were
important to the country’s future and in a ‘best choice’ ranking exercise, nuclear only got 14% of
the vote, compared to 50% for solar and 42% for wind. A Gallup poll had similar results.
www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2015/04/it-turns-out-that-you-cant-divide-americans-over-renewable-energy?
A draft Obit? http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/nuclear-power-seems-doomed-to-dwindle-in-the-u-s-infographic1

Waste in the USA An issue that does not play well in the US.

Waste No
The US still has no plan for it, so it’s kept on site, or in the case of some low
home yet for it in
grade military waste (which may contain traces of plutonium), put in barrels
the US or
underground. However, famously some of the contents of a military nuclear
anywhere..
waste barrel at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) underground disposal http://projects.wsj.c
site in New Mexico were vented after a blow out. The contents were said to
om/waste-lands/
be ‘chemically incompatible’, in the Dept. of Energy’s technical report,
with the wrong brand of absorbent cat litter playing a major role in the
incident, which led to a breach and the release of radioactive material,
contaminating some staff, though apparently not seriously. Each barrel of
waste at WIPP contained around 26 kg of cat litter to stabilise liquids and
nitrate salts. But, the chosen brand, SwheatScoop, is made from wheat and
which contains carbohydrates which provided fuel for a chemical reaction
with the metal nitrate salts - producing heat and gas. The temperature rise
then accelerated the reaction, leading to a runaway effect which eventually ruptured the barrel.
The site was evacuated, leaving a $240m clean up bill. But the plant may reopen next year.

Japan quake fears

Japan’s Nuclear Regulation Authority (NRA) has
accepted an evaluation report into an earthquake fault
zone directly under the reactor building of Tsuruga unit
2 nuclear plant in Fukui prefecture. It was active and
could cause a quake, making a restart of the 1160 MW
PWR unlikely. NRA was unsure if a fault below unit 1
of the Higashidori plant in Aomori Prefecture is active:
‘It is very difficult to judge the situation. This is not a
matter on which we can have an answer soon.’ WNN
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Bowing out

Sendai starts up…
And 17 of Japans other 48 still surviving
but off-line nuclear plants want to. Two
more have got restart permission. But
three old ones have bowed out, and more
may- the cost of upgrades would be too
high. Meantime at Fukushima, active
water still leaks into the sea:
www.newsweek.com/fukushima-has-been-leakingradioactive-water-may-tepco-didnt-tell-anyone309442 And the homeless remain..

Nuclear

Nuclear in the UK

in the UK

Scenarios from DECC
(top 4 in list) and from
the Realising the
Transition consortium

As the chart
shows, some
scenarios (from
DECC) see
nuclear
accelerating
rapidly.

Waste risks
Others scenarios (from academics) don’t. Globally they seem most likely: it’s
in decline in most places. That’s hardly surprising, given the high cost: see the
German data below. Somehow DECC sees it differently. It also sees the risks
differently than some. For example, it has ‘not undertaken any assessment of
the adequacy of the post-accident emergency evacuation plan for the Hinkley
Point nuclear plant in Somerset for citizens living on the Welsh side of the
Bristol Channel’ since, though local authorities ‘must ensure that the off-site
emergency plans are resilient to a range of conditions within the Detailed
Emergency Planning Zone (DEPZ).. in the case of Hinkley Point, the DEPZ
extends to 3.5 km from the site’ and so ‘do not extend across the Bristol
Channel into Wales’. However, ‘Wales would be notified by DCLG should an
incident take place at Hinkley Point’. Stay calm! Or move to Scotland!

The high fuel
burn-up option
adopted for the
new UK plants
means spent
fuel will be
more active and
generate more
heat. So more
on site waste
cooling will be
needed, adding
extra failure
risks for decades

www.eea.europa.eu
/publications/latelessons-2/part-cemerging-issues
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69113/NEPLG_guidance_ch_9_-_extendibility.pdf.

Germany is phasing out its nuclear
plants- 7 have shut, the last of the
remaining 9 will go by 2022: the first
of these, the Grafenrheinfeld plant
(1.3GW), has now closed. Quite apart
from the risks, you can see why they
are all being shut from this chart...

www.dw.de/nuclear-power-is-risky-and-unprofitable/a-18299318

Nuclear programmes elsewhere still continue, notably in India, Russia, S Korea and

China, though the later is dwarfed by its vast renewables programme. India is keen to exploit
thorium which it has in plenty. Russia, long-term, needs to replace its oil and gas, though it has a
huge untapped renewable resource. But, like S. Korea, it wants to export nuclear technology.
However even some nuclear industry insiders are not too confident about some future plans:
http://www.neimagazine.com/opinion/opinionnuclear-roadmap---a-rapid-route-to-nowhere-4523876/ Finland has
backed off starting a new one, given the long delay and cost over-run with its EPR, while the
situation in France, once the global nuclear leader, is bordering on the surreal:
www.nytimes.com/2015/05/08/business/energy-environment/french-nuclear-dynamo-stalls.html
http://safeenergy.org/2015/05/14/the-accelerating-decline-of-french-nuclear-power/ - more-13373
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Nuclear Power Versus Renewable Energy - A Trend Analysis
In an April 2015
IEEE paper,
Froggatt and
Schneider quote
an assessment of
For an exhaustive 2015 update:
utility futures
http://www.worldnuclearreport.org/
and renewable
potentials by
UBS, the largest
Swiss financial
institution and a
international
investment bank:
‘Large-scale
power generation
… will be the
dinosaur of the
future energy
system: Too big, too inflexible, not even relevant for backup power in the long run’. Froggatt &
Schnieder note that on Nov 20, 2014, ‘credit-rating agency Standard & Poor’s
*Moody’s &
downgraded French state owned AREVA, largest nuclear builder in the world, to Standard and ,
speculative grade BB+ or ‘‘junk’’.’* http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/icp.jsp?arnumber=7110436 Poor mayMore
cut
on France: http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/france-loses-enthusiasm-for-nuclear-power/ and

www.greenpeace.org/france/Global/france/openspace/150630FrenchNuclearDeadlockReport-ExecSummary.pdf

And finally: wild cards - traveling wave reactors

EdFs rating if
Hinkley goes
ahead

…and

offshore
Microsoft billionaire Bill Gates is planning to double his personal investment in innovative
energy technologies to $2bn over the next five years. He told the Financial Times that he’d
nukes
already invested about $1bn in dozens of early stage companies - including battery storage,
MIT has
next-gen nuclear and free air carbon capture (see earlier) - hoping they would develop ‘break recycled a old
through’ ideas: ‘the only way you can get to the very positive scenario is by great innovation. 1970s ideaoff shore rigInnovation really does bend the curve.’ And he urged ‘high-risk’ investment in new techs.
mounted
Among the most promising was he said ‘nuclear recycling’, where he has invested several
n-plants:
hundred million dollars. His biggest single commitment is to US company TerraPower.
http://www.ecnm
‘Nuclear technology today is failing on cost, safety, proliferation, waste and fuel shortage,
ag.com/news/20
and so any technology that comes in has to have some answer to all of those things.’
15/06/researcher
TerraPower’s Traveling Wave reactors wouldn’t use enriched uranium, as in traditional
s-designingnuclear-powerreactors, but depleted uranium, the waste from today’s plants. A small amount of enriched
plant-will-floaturanium is needed to get them started, but then they would run on U238, the fission hot spot
eight-or-morewave burning though the mass over time, a bit like a candle. In theory, they could run for
miles-out-sea
decades without refueling, making them cheaper and safer than conventional reactors. That’s
debatable: some fission products might be burnt up but there would still be wastes - and how do you control
the process? The WNA noted that ‘The core design of the original TWR concept envisages a moving
region, or ‘wave’, in which the uranium is bred progressively into plutonium, which is the actual fuel that
undergoes fission. However, in mid-2011 TerraPower announced a change of design to a standing wave
reactor in order to address the problem of cooling a moving region. The current design would start the
fission reaction at the centre of the reactor core, where the breeding stays, while fresh fuel from the outer
edge of the core is progressively moved to the central region, as used fuel is moved out of the centre to the
periphery.’ China recently expressed interest in the idea. It sound a little desperate, but Gates said the
current types of renewable could not meet projected growth in energy use by 2030. Oh yeah? Could this?
More: www.ft.com/cms/s/0/4f66ff5c-1a47-11e5-a130-2e7db721f996.html#axzz3e5dI2zr2 For a critique see:
https://news.vice.com/article/tech-titans-like-bill-gates-are-gambling-on-nuclear-power-but-it-looks-to-be-a-losing-bet

*For an intriguing look at fusion, now being pushed by some US start-ups, see Time magazine (Nov 2).

Still a very long shot, at best decades away at any scale, with many unknowns, not least cost. Use the sun!
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Conclusions: battles continue

Renewable energy has helped to reduce emissions globally and
there is much more that they can do, but they are fighting
against expansion in fossil fuel use - coal especially, notably in
booming China and also India: see left. China says it will halt
emission growth by 2030, but India is looking to double coal
use, so as to sustain its economic growth. It’s also backing
nuclear. Though, renewables as well, and they are the largest
element in China’s plan - a 30% by 2030 non-fossil power goal.
Most of the rest are trying to phase out coal and some are
seeking to cut emissions dramatically - by 40% in the EU. The
Renewable potential videoUS
too, though less - it aims for a 25-28% cut from 2005 levels
a 2015 US technology intro:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Au
by 2025. Even Russia is trying. According to official CDIAC
foixU4cHk
data, its emissions fell from 643 MtC in 1990 to 495 MtC in
2013. So they are already down to 77% of 1990 levels, and its proposal to cut them by 25-30% by
2030 from 1990 levels just involves a further 2-7% cut. Not so hard! But then its economy
faltered after the USSR’s collapse in the 1990s, and has barely recovered since. So emissions are
low. But they may grow: it shows little sign of interest in renewables, though it’s pushing nuclear
hard. Japan has offered a 20% by 2030 cut, but that may rely on nuclear restarts.
So what does the big picture tell us? As ever there is a need for global carbon caps: COP 21 in
Paris is unlikely to deliver that, just some good, some less good, national targets - INDCs
Intended Nationally Determined Contributions. But we live in hope… while, on the ground, the
battle continues to resist fossil fuels and nuclear and support renewables and efficiency.
Set against the difficulties ahead, we have to remember the potential prize. A report for the
Climate Action Network, says that if the US, the EU and China started taking the steps towards
using 100% renewable energy by 2050, they’d save a combined US$500 billion per year, save the
lives of around 1.3 million people who are killed prematurely by air pollution, and also create 3
million new jobs by 2030, while keeping global warming below the 2 degrees Celsius threshold
that many scientists believe is the ‘point of no return’ for climate change. See chart below. Even
the relatively limited 2030 emission targets listed above (for the EU, USA and China), if reached,
would collectively prevent around 113,000 air-pollution deaths, save at least US$ 33 billion and
create 1 million jobs. And we should be able to do better than that. http://bit.ly/1FkiRXX

If that’s too much potential reality and you like wild fantasy, try this, though Sweden and France
are perhaps no longer the best (nuclear) exemplars : http://bravenewclimate.com/2015/05/15/potential-for-

worldwide-displacement-of-fossil-fuel-electricity-by-nuclear-energy-in-three-decades-based-on-extrapolation-of-regional-deploymentdata/ Better surely to turn to renewables - the only fully sustainable energy supply options,

while also backing energy efficiency, to make it all easier.

Renew is NATTA’s bimonthly newsletter available from https://renewnatta.wordpress.com

NATTA, the UK Network for Alternative Technology and Technology Assessment, was set up in
1976, as an information service, and Renew started in 1979. It’s now at its 118 th issue in on-line
format. The end of year annual Review has been produced since 2010.
Renew 2015 Dec 2015
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